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FOREWORD 

Over  the past five years we have attempted and have ex-

perienced difficulty in delineating the unique significance 

and the scope of the rising tide of consumer consciousness 

and political activity. In any specific instance the reaaon 

for consumer concern about a given problem, be it individually 

activated problems in the marketplace or the general concern 

of a consumer advocacy group, is easy to understand, Fitting 

this concern into the scope of political and economic activity 

which occur in as outspoken and activist and politically active 

a society as Canada is more difficUlt. This-is particUlarly 

so at the margin where we have perceived the consiimer interest 

being in fact the public interest. 

Consumer activist groups appear to have a difficult Problem 

in defining what their role in the advocacy process should be 

and the range of activity which they Should persue. In Canada: 

it appears to bé an ad hoc approach to legislation . which hns  

as its  objective the  protection of the consumer interest. 

- The seeds of this study are contained in Chapter III of 

the report on Consumer  Interest in_MarIgng Boards,  published 

in Ottawa by Consumer and Corporate Affairs in 1974,. where we 

had to define the consumer intereat in order - to eya1ilatè)the 

effects of a specific,regulatory activity on that interest.: 



In the research for that project and in oUr readings subsequent 

to its  publication we'have been looking for a'more precise definition 

of the consumer interest but have net found one. To date thia is 

the first concerted attack we have found on the problem. 

We are not satisfied with the present paper, not because 

of what is in the paper but because of the  disservice we Will ev, .4(  

by exCluding some important work on the subject, especially  in  

the fields of the law, economics and political science.. In the' 

time available we covered a wide range of literature, especially 

that concerned with marketing and marketers and the literature on 

consumeriam. We know there are gaps in the three areas listed 

above  and  we know we must .rewrite and revise the present paper. 

We plan to correct these deficiencies in the next year  but  we 

want this working paper to be available to interest people. We 

want the benefit of their criticism and suggestions for making 

it more complete. 

We want to thank Dr. John Evans Director of the Consumer 
• 

Research Branch at Consumer and Corporate AffairS for supporting 

the production of this report. He contributed-in more than 

just a monetary sense, especially by allowing us to  look in. 

breadth at the problem. The division of labour in the project 

started with Mr. Wahab, a doctoral eandidate,at the University 

of British Columbia, spending the summer months of 1976 performing 
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the literature review and writingup the result of.this'activity 

in September. We took this basic .document, did some restrUcturing, - 

rewriting, aàded some research (especially in social choice decisions), 

and came up with this draft report. The final report will be pro- - 

duced within the year. 

J. D. Forbes 

S. M. Oberg 
Faculty of Commerce and 
Business Administration 
University of British Columbia 
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TOWARDS DEFINING THE CONSUMER INTEREST 

PART I 	INTRODUCTION 

In today's increasingly 'pluralistic society, in what appears 

to - be a more formal and structured balancing of the.interests of 

competing groups in social, political and economic decisions,- 

consumers and consumer action groups are pressing to have the 

"consumer interest" recognized and protected. 

The range of situations in which at least some consumers 

believe they have interests which need consideration vary from 

the desire to have prices and ingredients prominently displayed 

on à can of string 'beans to-debates  on. the  environmental . impact 

of a supersonic jet airplane on their quality of life. The 

' plethora of situations which have fallen under the aegis of 

"consuner interest" in the past and whichlmy be so classified 

in the future may be infinite. BecauSe this interest appears 

to be so broad many people, politicians, government officials, 

business persons, even Consumers and consumer advocates, have 

problems in differentiating the "consumer interest" and the 

equally ill-defined but commonly used "public interest". 

Purpose  

' The purpose Of this papèr is to attempt., through.a survey 

of the literature, to provide a definition of the "consumer 

interest". The task is not as trivial as it may first appear, 
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especially to those who, as consumer , activists or advocates 

or as business persons or as representatives of government, •\,/ 

have had to delineate the difference between the "consumer" 

and the "public" interest.- The consumer activists are sure 

that there is a difference. There is sufficient awareness 

that there is a "consumer" interest that all - the provinces 

and the federal goVernment have departments who are charged 

to represent these interests. 	,- 

A second purpose of the report is to define the consumer 	
17 

 

.interest in such a way as to provide operational direction for 

persons who have to represent and protect that interest. 

Background 

As early as 1941 Dorothy Jacobson used the term "consumer 

interest" in her book Our Interests as Consumers.
1 

The first 

doctoral dissertation that used the term was written in 1943 

at the University of Chicago. 2 Another book.entitled in part 

The Consumer  Interest appeared in 1949.3  

The 'consumer movement of the.mid-1960's made the term more 

popular and, in 1964, President Johnson established a coordinating 

group known as the President's Committee on Consumer Interests. 

In the same pei•iod a national organization known as the American 

Council of Consumer Interests was formed. Several articles 	• 

and books  were  written using the term "consumer interest" ,  and 



conferences on the subject were held.
4 

The term now is used frequently by government officials, 

law-makers, consumer advocates, business representatives, and 

politicians. The chairman of the Federal Power Commission, 

while - speaking in a U. S. Senate Hearing, said: - "Among Congress 

chief concerns was the, provision of meaningful protection of 

the intereSts of the Ultimate consumer. The predominant con- 

Oern of the Federal Power Commission, therefore, is the pro- 

11 5 ..tection of the consumer interest 	Senator Ribicoff-in 

his opening statement remarked, "The interests of consumers 

are not adequately represented in these proceedings."
6 Ralph 

Nader  while testifying before the Senate,observed, "The juris-

diction (of the AgencY for Consumer Advoçacy)deals withicon -

sumer  interests arising out of marketplaCe. transactions." 7 

John A. Stuart, representing the National Association of Manu- 

facturers said, "(The proposed agency is) a special interest 

agency employing : federal funds, to advocate laws and regulations 

in behalf of a consumer interest..."
8 

THE MEANING  OF CONSUMER INTEREST 

A. Problems in Definin Consumer Interest 

The increasing use of the term "consumer interest" has 

not meant that its meaning and implications are clear in the 



minds of all its users. Campbell Persia, realiting the problem, 

remarks."...we have to recognize that great difficulty presents 

itself in any atteMpt made to apply such general criteria to the 

particular issues that are continuouély emerging from a complex . 

 economic system, particularly one so dynamic as our own. For 

instance, where'does the consumer interest lie with respect - 

to proposals for the repeal of the Taft-Hartley Labor Act, or 

for the St. Lawrence Waterway, or for guaranteed minimum profits 

on large-scale rental housing, all of which . might have à notice-

able effect on the average level of consumption, or that of 

particular groups."9 

1. Diffusion 

An important difficulty in defining consumer interest is 

- its diffusion. "The consumer interest is the objective interest 

of the entire public."10  :A member of the public is a consumer 

at the dinner table but he is a producer, a farmer, a worker, 

or a business person during the other hours of the day before 

dinner. 11 
 

An interesting elaboration of the diffusion was given by 

Loyns and Pursage. "Everyone . must consume in,order to survive... 

since all people are consumers, consumer interest must be reflected 

in all public decision-making. However, cOntemporaiy consumption 

decisions are made in an environment characterized by divergent 



pressures. 'Consumers face an almost endless array of goods : 

and services... most individuals must be gainfully employed . 

and Work in order to accumulate sufficient resources to finance 

their consumption, implying that most  people are  also producers. 

As a result there is no single, well-defined pattern of actions 

which uniquely and universally determines consumption behaviour. 

Therefore while everyone is a consumer, it is also true that no 

one is solely a consumer."
12 

2. Intensity 

A second important difficulty > in defining consumer interest 

. is the variable intensity of the interest. All people are con- 

' sumers, but their self awareness as consumers is generally lower 

than their awareness of their other - roles. Consequently, their 

interests as consumers are at a lower intensity than their other 

interests. This makes  consumer  interests an issue that most 

people do no care very much about.
13

. 

3. 112.2.1L14:91TeLIIIILEP. 

Another problem in defining consumer interest is that 

people as consumers are not as well  no' as effectively or-

ganized as are the specialized groups (business, labour) about 

theirs. The common interests that result in forming groups 

and organizing are less compelling than for the more specialized 
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interest groups. 

B. Conflict of Interest 

Conflict refers to a situation in which a person is moti-

vated to engage in two or more mutually exclusive activities. 14 

A conflict emerges whenever two or more persons (or groups) 

seek to possess the same objects, occupy the same space or the 

same exclusive position, play incompatible roles, maintain in- 

compatible goals, or undertake mutually incompatible means for 

achieving their purposes. 15  

Man is both producer and consumer, his interest as producer 

is immediate and obvioUs, but as mentioned earlier,  bis  interest 

as consumer  is distant and diffuse. As a result, the two often 

come into conflict.
16  The point is well illustrated by Senator 

Bob Dole in his testimony before the U.S. Senate. "In my home 

state of Kansas, we are especially sensitive to the dilemma of 

conflict in consumer interests. In the area of farm commodities, 

many consumer advocates have Worked for lower farm prices with 

the goal of maintaining lower  food  prices for consumers 	when 

the market signals.à surplus through low prices, farmers are 

17 forced to cut back production, which increases the prices." 

Everyone in his role as a consumer wants more variety, 

lower prices, and better quality while at the same time every- 



one is a producer of goods or services. -.In his role as a pro-

ducer, everyone wants a larger share of the national income 

through higher prices. The benefits of lower prices for a 

product or service are diffused over the whole buying populatiOn. 

The benefits of higher,prices, wages.or rates of return accrue 

in large measure to the producer, wage earner or owner of 

capital. 

There4s no simple solution of the cOnflict between pro-

ducers and consumers. The matter of who shoUld get preference, 

the consumer or the producer, is highly controversial. Milton 

Moore thinks that "The interests of the citizens as consUmers 

should be put ahead of the citizen as producer . becaUSe,:if this 

were done, there should be a net improvement:to many even if 

those who gained had -to compensate those who lobt. We must 

give priority to the consumer's interests because that priority 

is a necessary condition for efficiency and an increasing real 

income per capita."18 This may not seem very convincing to 

the extent that if the producers get less, their real income 

may go down and they may have less for consumption and in-

vestment which may affect the real income of consumers. 

Adam Smith favours the consumers because "consumption is 

the sole end purpose of all production, and the interest of 

the producer ought to be attended to, only so far as it may 



be necessary for promoting . that of the consumer. The maxim 

is so perfectly self-evident, that it would be absurd to attempt 

to prove it. But in the mercentile system, the interest of the 

consumer is almost constantly sacrificed to that of the producer, 

and it seems to consider production, and not consumption, as 

: the ultimate end object of all industry and commerce...." 19  

He blamed producers for neglecting the interests of the 

consumers... "It cannot-be Very difficult to determine who 

have been the contrivers of this whole system; not the consumer, 

we may believe whose interest has been entirely neglected,  but  

the producers, whose interest has been so carefully attended 

to; and among this latter class our merchants and manufacturerS 

have been by far the principal architects." 2°  

In thinking about conflict of intereSt, two extreme solutions 

can be visualized: the first has total conflict - of interest and 

the second has no conflict of interest. The kind of situation 

that has total conflict of interest is an interaction in which 

whatever one participant wins the other Must lose. Interactions 

of this type are caIled two-person zero-sum games. TheY have . 

no room for cooperation and have complete conflict of interest. 

In the opposite kind of situation, which can be called a part-

nershiP game, both participants can attain their most preferred 

outcome at the sanie time. Pàrtnership.games bave no conflict 



of interest because there is no reason for the participants  not 

to cooperate fully with - each other. 	The nature of conflict 

in the area of consumer interest will be discussed in the later 

part of the paper. 

> C. Public Interest vs. Consumer Interest - 

. 1. The Confusion 

The discussion of-conflict in the area of consumer interest 

leads us to the conflict between consumer interest  and. public 

interest. The term "public interest" itself needs clarification 

because frequently it is usèd without - specifying the exact  - 

meaning and some writers use it interchangeably with conumer 

interest. A well kfloWn Marketing expert, John A. Howard, entitled 

his report written for the Federal Trade  Commission  as.Adverti§ing  

and Public Interest. 22  In the first paragraph . of the-preface 

Howard wrote, "C.W. Cook, the lead-off speaker for the advertising 

industry, predicted,that when the record of the Federal,Trade' 

Commission's hearings was complete, we wOuld be closer to a defini- 
- 

tion of advertising and public interest." 23  Unfortunately, the 

authors.forgot to define public interest in their report. 

Nadel treats consumer interest as public interest or at 

least part of it. "...the - consumer interest is a collective 

or a public interest. Since every person is a consumer ,  policy 

which benefits the consumption pattern of citizens and protects 
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them from untoward effects of their consumption is a policy 

which benefits all citizens. Given this benefit, it is a policy 

in which ail citizens - the public - have an interest. It is 

therefore a public interest or part of the larger public interest."
24 

In view of the flexibility inherent in.the concept of public 

interest  the  representatives of manufacturers advocate  the use  

of public interest over consumer interest. "Behind all of these 

objections is our unshaken belief in the public interest as the 

basis for law and public policy. If you.wish to grasp clearly 

the fallacy of this speCial purpose agency (Consumer .  Advocacy 

Agency), we invite you simply to  trace  through the bill before 

you, and in each place where the word "consumer interest" or 

"the consumer" appears, substitute the word . "public interest" 

or  "the public". If you do this, you will find that you have 

simply defined the purpose of government itself, as the pro- 

tector of consumers and all other citizens-in all their interests. • 

The concept of public interest is a precious one which we hope 

you will not lightly change for a new catch phrasé (consumer . 

interest), however popular at that moment." 25 
While  the National  

Association of Manufacturers believed the public interest is 

equated with the consumer interest we do not. 

2. The  Meanize of Public Interest26 

' The significance of the public interest concept is nôr- 
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'mative rather than analytical. It can  be  viewed as the objective 

of - the duly authorized organs of government  or as the expression 

of Majority rule. In Policy terms, the public interest may be 

envisaged as embracing those activities necessary to .the safety 

of the state and the welfare of the community. It is aggregative, 

it fecuses on the intereàts of the body pelitic rather than on 

the interests of the individual members of the "public'''. The 

public interest has no a priori content waiting to be revealed. 

Public responsibilities regarded as being in the public'interest 

in  one setting may not be so regarded.in  a different context. • 

The fact that.the  concept  is elastic  and relative  rather : 

than fixed and absOlute makes it-of greater utility in the auest 

for a supporting consensus as social changes occur and efforts 

at accommodation are made. The public interest then seems to 

remind the parties immediately concerned .that there are consider-. 

ations'extending beyond their own  goals or their particular 

rivalries or negotiations. As an aim to be articulated or an 

ideal to be enunciated the public interest stands for the broad 

versus the narrow,  the more inclusive versusthe limited. The . 

existence of a common interest is an implieit issumption l -although 

its more specific manifestation cannot always be readily agreed 

upon. 

The public interest can be visualized as a continuum that 
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represents 

or polity. 

health and 

the value, aspirations, and objectives of the community 

There are values that are clearly central, such as 

there are objectives that are controversial, such as 

12 

flouridation of water or discouragement of cigarette smoking 

It is impossible to state with precision where any given item 

belongs on the continuum, yet there isseneral acceptance, that 

a range of activities and goals exist above irrational or selfish 

- individual interests.' 

The public interest cannot be thought-of as a compromise - 

struck between the desires  of dope  addicts and moralists or 

between hoodlums and the police. 'The public intereSt ià clearly 

more  than the sum of competing interests.', It is an insistent 

reminder that morality must have a central place in any society. * 

that respects the,freedom of its members. The concept of public 

interest holds the ultimaté ethical  justification forthe demands 

that the state makes on  the individual., - The high value.placed 

upon freedom and justice calls for the readineàs of the citizen 

to make sacrifices if necessary and to share responsibility for 

sustaining the values of the polity. 

concept  of public interest is lroad and elastic. The 

confusion abOut its use as an equivalent word for consumer interest 

will perhaps persièt. The - legal . profession particularlyfprefers 

the use of public :interest. The practical problems is using this 
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t 

concept and the criteria for selecting public policies will 

be discussed under the "legal approach" part of the report. 

3. 
-italLi.Thel.27.E»-e- --IterestConsur . 

The Webster's New International Dictionary defines interest 

as a right, title, share or participation in a thing or concern or • ' 

the state of being concerned. The definition of interest in the 

Encyclopedia of Social Science is much more elaborate. When a 

number of men unite for the defense., maintenance, or enhancement 

of any more or less enduring position or advantage which they 

possess alike or common, the term interest is applied both to 

-  the group so united and to the cause which unites them. 27- 
 This 

definition assumes an active  role on the part of the participants. 

This may not be true in the case of consumer interest because 

of its diffusion. 

A booklet of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and 

Development (OECD)  classifies  all consumer interests into phy- - 

sical interests and economic interests. 28 The physical interests 

inClude health haZards-and safety. Protection against fraud and 

deception by unscrupulous traders are included under economic 

interests. The classification is simple t  but it is too simplistic. 

The meaning of consumer interest needs a more elaborate and 

precise definition if it is to have any operational usefulness 

and if such a definition is to be used,as a guide to ensuring. 
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that such interest is identified and protected. This report 

was designed to provide a greater definition of that interest. 

D.  Structure of the Report 

The approximately two hundred publications which were re-

1iiewed in the search to define the consumer interest are classified 

into six categories which, with the final summary and conclusions 

chapter form the structure of this report. The six categories are 

the Marketing Concept,-the Economic, the:Consumerism, the Information, 

the  Law and the Social Approaches to Consumer Interest« 	. 

It is interesting to . note the range Of writings where we found 

the concept of consumer interest used and yet we.encountered no 

precise nor detailed:specification of this interest. 

• E. SuplÈrx_and onclusions 

Increased activity in the field of consumerisà has-high 

lighted the need to specify the dimension of the consumer interest 

to provide an operational aid to representing and protecting it. 

That interest is characterized by its diffused nature over all-

activities which affect consUmers, its relatively low intensity and 

the confliet between the diffused nature of the consumer interest 

and the intensitY of the special interests in one's job,:one's 

political interests or one's social affiliations. A further 	. 

confusion of the broad public interest and -a More specific con- 
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sumer , interest complicates the problem of identifying and pro-

tecting the consumer interést. 	. 

The  six  chapters Which analyze thé twp hundred- publications 

surveyed for this rePort and a summary and conclusions chapter 

-havé as their purpose the operational definition of the consumer 

interest and a pointing of the way for future investigators in 

this'aréa. 
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PART II 	THE ECONOMIC APPROACH 
AND THE CONSUMER INTEREST 

Economics was the first  of the social sciences to analyze 

the propensity of people to consume and the behavior of firms 

responding to that'demand.' Economies, therefore, is  the - 

'logical place to start  an investigation of the consumer.intérest. 

Economic theory does not provide a useful definition or specifi-

cation of the consumer interest although it is implicit in 

indifference curve analysis and the individual utility function. 

Welfare economics subsumes the consumer interest in aggregative 

concepts such as the demand curve and the consumption function. 

The possibility of -a more thoroughgoing etudy of the economic 

role of interest groups as such is suggested by the work of . 

economists like Sombart and Veblen.
1 

Veblen was not particularly 

interested in consumer interests, but he did analyze the motives 

of businessmen and the interests of common men as consumers. 

Assumptions of EconomiLnmuu: 

Broadly speaking, economics is concerned.with the produc-

tion and distribution of scarce resources for the satisfaction 

of unlimited consumer wante (consumption). .
2 

In a free'énter- 

prise-system ç  the commonly accepted assumptions are: the con-

sumer guides production; consumption is the end and purpose 
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of production; competition is an adequate safeguard of  the 

consumer;  retailers and other businessmen protect consumers; 

consumers are rational and awake and alive to their ow4. - 

interests 3 : 

These assuMptions were considered as built-in safeguards 

of consumer interest, whatsoever they were. These assumptions 

implied that the economic system will satiafy.theneeds of 

consumers in a manner which will be "fair" to both the pro-

ducer and the consumers. 

The Failure of the Economic Medel 

The economic system', in practice, unfortunately did not 

work  as  anticipated by Adam Smith and others. The."Invisible: 

Hand" of "Self-interest" did not serve the needs of consumers 

in a manner fair tp the.consumer. Theresults it prodnced 	' 

showed that the system was more, favourable to producers than 

to consumers. 

According to Paul Samuelson, "While Smith did recognize 

some of the realistic limitations on this  doctrine,  it MU8 not 

until later that economists discovered this truth. The virtues 

claimed for free enterprise are fully realized only'When the .  

çomplete  checks and balances of perfect competition are present.... 

Historians quarrel over whethet there ever was a golden age of 
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free competition.» Ancfcertain/y, competition is . not -now per 

fect in the economist's sense.  We  do not even know Whether, 

'because of the fundamental nature of large scale production 

and technology,,consumeriP tasteS, and business organization, 

competition is becoming less or more intense."
4 

 

The same authors - point  out  other weaknesses of the  system 

by saying "Firms- do not know when consumer.  tastes will.change, 

therefore they may overproduce in one field and underproduce - 

in another. By the time they are ready to learn from experience, 

the situation'may .  have changed again. Also, in a comPetitive 

system many producers simplY do not'know the Methodsof other 

producers, and costs do not fall tc a minimum. In the com-

petitive struggle one can Sometimes succeed as much by keeping 

knowledge scarce>as by keeping production high. 5
. héy go on 

to discuss the limitations of the system by introducing monopoly. 

The dissatisfaction with the free enterprise system was 

manifested from time to time in a number of books which quickly 

became best sellers. .In 1905, Sinclair's book The Junzle gave 

a graphic description of unsatisfactory conditions in meat 

processing plants, in Chicago. These were shocking and nauseated 

many Americans: 

The rats were nuisances, and.the'packers would put 
poisoned bread out  for  them and_they would die ;  and 
then rats, bread and meat would go into.the hoppers 
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together 	Men who worked in the tank rooms  full 
of steam...fell - into the vats, and when they. were 
fished out, there was never-enough of them to be 

. worth exhibiting - sometimes they would be over-
looked for days, till-all but the bones of them had 
gone out to the world.as Durham's Pure Leaf  Lard"

o 

By 1946, Sinclair'S book had been :translated into twenty7 - 	. 

seven languages. . 

Chase and Schlink's book Your Money's Worth,  Published 

in 1928, gave information- on the testing of goods for the 

armed.serviceà and government departments by the National 

Bureau of Standards,, and detailed the savings in government - 

expenditure that resulted from the tests - Many - of these, were 

consumer goods. The authors argued that conaumers should'have 

the benefit of tests 

Bureau of Standards. 

Consumers 

SiMilar to those carried out by the 

The book•resulted in the formation of 

Inc. in the United States. 7- Research 

• Schlink teamed up with Arthur Kallet to write a second 

book, 100 000 000 Guinealiu.  which . highlighted the dangers 

. in everyday foods, drugs, and cosmetics faced by 100 million 

Americans in 1933. The book became so popular that by 1939, 

the book had its thirty-fourth printing'. "That big, juicy 

apple you have at lunch --- is coated with arsenic,'one of the 

deadliest of  poisons---. A tube of Pebeco Toothpaste 	con- 

tains enough poison to kill three persons ---  the  food and drug 
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industries have been systematically bombarding us withfalse-

hoods about the purity, healthfulness, and safety of theii-

products, while they have been making profits by experimenting 

on us with poisons, irritants, harmful 'chemical preservatives 

and dangerous drugs. 8  

The Causes of the  Failure of the Market System to Protect - the  • 
Consumer Interest 

A number Of factors were considered responsible for the 

failure of the free enterprise system to safeguard the interests 

of consumers. Robert S. Lynd charged the system with-  creating 

administered markets and commercially controlled standards of 

living. "Paradoxicall:y., the  consumer  has never.been so free 

to choose as he is today and at the same time so little free, 

.so completely bound as hé is upon the wheel of an administered 

marketand a commercially controlled  standard  of living. The. 

consumer is free to take or leave under a system in which free 

competition is becoming increasingly.unreal."9 

' Kenneth Dameron blames lack of knowledge on the part of -

cOnsUmers and the 'separation of manufacturers and consumers, 

"---the consumer's choice'is greatly handicapped- by the fact 

that he knows so little, about the products hé uses that he is 

. unable to make  an intelligent choice. FUrthermore, the economic 

processes have limited  the  consumer's relation with production 



until now - he meets it only at the point of final Or ultimate .  

sale". 10.  

• 	Numerouà other factorà were responSible for the failure . 

of the economic system to serve consumer interests. "The 

developments have profoundly affected the Climate  of the  market, 

caUsing economic theory to lag behind.the facts it explains. 

It is often said - although usually, it must be admitted, by 

those with a commercial interest in a quiet life -;• that con- . 

sumers need no special protection, all can be safely left to 

the market. But the perfect market is an economist's dream 

and consumer sovereignty a myth. In real life produetà are 

complex-and Of great variety, and ,consumerè (and retailers) 

have imperfect knowledge, Suppliers may often  have  a dominent 

buying position. As a consequence, bargaining  power in the-

market is weighted against the consumer."
11 

The competitive model which is the foundation of welfare 

economics depends upon a number of  structural  assumptions. 

1. The cOnsumer has access to a large number of 
substitutes. In perfect.competition there 
wouldiDe a large number of perfect substitutes - 
a set of Standardized products. 

2.. The. supply of products on the market is provided 
by a large number of competing firms. -  . 

Both consumers and suppliers have acceàs to all 
the information required..to make rationally 
optimal decibions. 
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• There is complete mobility of firms. -  Entry and 
.exit is uninhibited. All fires, both actual:and - 
potential, have access to.the resources required - 
land, labour, and capital - for .production. 

Clearly.these assumptions are not  satisfied in the real 

world. It is assumed, hoWever, by proponents of the cOmpetitive 

model that the benefits of the model can be achieved as long as 

the assumptions are substantially satisfied. Thatlis, there is 

a concept of workable competition - that'should*be our objective. 

If the structure of the system can approximate the ideal model 

prices will be determined by competitive'forces, social welfare 

defined in material terms as a high standard of living will be 

possible, efficient firms will be rewarded with profit, and 

the resourCes, of societY will be used to produce the products 

and services wanted by society. -- 

Unfortunately there are a number of weaknesses in the.work- 

. able competition argument. 

1. If the assumptions of the ideal model are not 
satisfied-there is ho theoretical basis for 
deducing that the objectives of the  ideal system 
will be achieved in the real world by a partial 
satisficing of the assumptions. 

2. The competitive system appears to generate a small 
number of differentiated products ràther than - a 	, 
large number of standardized products.: 

. 	. , 
3. .Technological developments favor  the  large  firme  

Concentration, merger, integration, and conglomerates 
seem to be more the natural order of . things-than 
the small, independent, single -  product firm of the 
ideal model. 
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4. InfOrmation.is not freely available nor is it 
easily accessible. Consumers are at a severe 
disadvantage in their ability to make wise 
choices. As product  sophistication and com-
plexity increases the choice process becomes 
increasingly difficult. 

5. The barriers to entry and exit are significant. 
Access to resources is limited in a variety of 
ways. 

In the over-simplified world of the economicmodel rational' 

consumers allocate their buying power according to their per-

ceived satisfactions. They maximize their personal-Utility 

by moving it to:the highest achievable set of indifference 

curves. The result is optimal because rational suppliers 

react to the demand curves ,  that represent the aggregate'of 

consumer.  desires and the forces of competition enàure that 

the results are achieved with the most efficient use of society's 

resources. The consumerinterest is satisfied in a perfectly 

rational and systematic way. 

The structure of the real world differs markedly from the 

ideal model. Much of the legislation in the area of monopolies . 

and mergers attempt to move the economy towards the structure 

of the ideal model. However, other legislation such as laws 

respecting unions,  professions, and agricultural marketing 

boards run counter to the philosophy of price and open competi- 

. 
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Economic Efficiency 

The consumer interest cannot be equated to lowest possible 

prices, the highest possible standard of living, or economic 

efficiency. However, such economic objectives must be central 

to any appraisal of the consumer interest. The consumer must 

be better off if society's resources are put to their highest 

and best use. The economic theory of exchange can demonstrate 

that wider conditions of pure competition prices will be optimal 

in the sense that the market will be cleared. If there are 

imperfections in the market, however, such as monopoly power, 

the consumer must be affected. Prices may be stable without 

an optimal use of resources. Prices may remain high in a 

period of over-supply so that the market will not be cleared. 

An important social question is how much is aggregate 

economic welfare reduced by the misallocation of resources that 

results from market imperfections. The welfare loss, measured 

in terms of percentage reduction in the national product, is 

minimal, probably less than one percent. 12  The loss of national 

income, however. , is not the only cost. "Managerial slack" is 

the potential-for protected managerial inefficiency that may 

exist because of market imperfections. The economic concept 

"managerial slack" identifies a significant source of social 

cost. It is likely that this source of inefficiencY may be • 
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many times as important as allocative efficiency. It is clearly 

in the consumer interest to ensure that industry operates at 

the minimum level of costs, that is, at maximum efficiency. 

An important further consequence of managerial slack is 

that there will be a redistribution of incoffie away from the 

consumer to the producer. Such a redistribution is not, in . 

itself, a loss to society but a transfer of buying power. 

The ,income transfer'effects of inefficiencies dile to managerial 

slack are not necessarily socially indesirable. The question 

of "who should get what" and the question of the redistribution 

of consumer surplus are ethical questions. They are political 

issues  but  they are an aspect of the consumer interest. 

- 	Dynamic efficiency in industry is a complex phenomenon. 

- In imperfect markets signals from the marketplace to change 

the amOunt produced Often are not clear. Products, mannfac-

turing and distribution methods, and business  practices that 

may have been appropriate at one point in time should be dis-

çarded when they are no longer optimal. Unfortunately, whew: 

mon6poly power exists it pi.ovides a protected umbrella which 

permits inefficiencies to be ignored or-to become entrenched 

as  traditional practices'. This seCondarY cost cf . dynamic 

inefficiency is impossible to measure but runs counter to the 

consumer interest. Innovation in new products and new methOds 
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and in the improvement of existing products will occur only 

if there is an incentive to experiment and to change. The 

possession of substantial market power will at worst stifle 

innovation and at least wdll not provide an economic incentive 

for the development of imaginative new ideas. 

Contributions of Economics o Define the Consumer Interest 

• 	EcOnomiste have provided some.toolS for analyzing the 

consuMer interest even though the foregoing description of 

occurances in the market economy are rather conclusive indi-

cations that the interests of.consumers are not protected by 

Market forces.  In addition, that interest has been assumed 

and not Specified. 

The contributions of the economic literature has been 

mainly in the area of indifference curVé analysis and the 

extensions of this analysis by modern theoreticians such as 

Arrow
15-

and Little
14 

when describing Social Welfare functions. 

15 	 1 
Jeremy Béutham• and J.S. Mill

16 
 in the 1800's and Rawls

7 
 

in the 1960's form a progression of works.on social and econo-

mic justice. But none of these writers have directly. addressed 

the problem of individual rights and their ability to be repre- 

' sented  in  social Choice 'decisions.' 

The work  of the  economists in this area is'tantelizingly 
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close to attacking directly the problems and prospects of 

being able to define consumer intereSts. Extensions of the 

work in this area of social welfare economics appears to be 

one of the most potentially fruitful avenues for future work 

in defining and explaining the consumer interest and its 

relationship(s) to other interests in society. 

Summary and Conclusions  

The consumer interest bas either been subaumed under the. 

aggregate demand ,  curve or honored in the breach in examinations 

of the economic literature on the consumer interest. There 

is suprisingly little direct reference to the consumer interest 

in the economic literature. The closest research to the pro-

blem is in the social welfare literature on social choice deci-

sions. It is in this area where future research appears most 

fruitful. 
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PART III 	TEE MARKETING CONCEPT ARPROÀCH 
TO CONSUMER INTEREST 

. A logical extension of the conceptthat'forces in the market 

place will control its operation is the widely heralded "marketing 

concept." The inability of the free enterpriae system te protect 

the intereats of consumers, shown  in the previous Chapter, leads 

. - onenaturally to look . at:the treatment of consumer,  interests in: 

the marketing concept and consumer  sovereignty as a business- 

. philosophy. The marketing concept deals with a normative approach 

to the behaviour of the firm in which,as a consequence the con'- 

• Burner interest is served. 

ThJeaninof  the  Harketig  Concept 

The  emergence of the marketing concept was an evolutionary 

development. The concept might reasonably be dated from the 

publication of R.C. Davis' nt..........nFuciamenta_lsofTopMtnmemenI in 

1 
1951 but the philosophy embodied in the concept can be  traced 

to a Much earlier date.  W.H. Hutt, in his book Economists and 

the Politics published in 1937, coined the term  "consumer  sov-

ereignty." 

The essence of the marketing concept is a "customer oriènta-

. :tion batk by integrated marketing : aimed at generalizing customer 

satisfaction  as the  key to attaining long-run profit volumelle  

Similar views are, "The marketing concept point-of-view is all 
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the activities  of the  company should be directed to Satisfy cus-

tomers at a profit."3 Lazer.introduces the idea of customer 

satisfaction through efficiency. " 	marketing management ful- 

fills the greater part of its responsibility by providing pro-

ducts and services to satisfy consumer needs .profitably and 

• efficiently. Those adopting - the view believe that as a natilral 

consequence of its efficiency, customerEi are satisfied, firms 

4 
prosper, and the well-being of society follows automatically." 

In concept this is not unlike Adam Smith#s "guiding hand." 	• 

According to  the philosophy, the consumer  is the  king or 

sovereign in the market place.  Not only - the marketing programmé 

of a business firm, but all business operationS are determined 

by his needs and desires. "...The marketing concept is defined •  

as a managerial philosophy concerned with mobilization, utiliza-

tion and control  of  total corporate effort for the purpose of 

helping customers -  solve selected problems 	 

The idea of consumer sovereignty is very close to democracy 

and freedom. "This yiew(Consumer sovereignty) I find.very close 

to - the idea of democraCY or freedom - the idea of normally letting 

each member of society decide what is goed for himself t  rather 

than have someone else play a paternal role. It is also very , 

closely related to the idea of efficiency - efficiency in the 

use of resources for the greatest possible satisfaction of the 

needs and desires'of People. It is understandable why the full 



achievement of consumer sovereignty has been called ideal output. 

The marketing concept became so popular, at least in theory 

if not in practice, that a past -president  of the  American Marketing 

Association had to say that "admitting that one's company does 

not have the marketing concept has become,'-in some quarters, like 

. admitting that one.doeset have a modern computer 

- almost Un-American." 7--  

The reason for this popularity was pragmatic rather than 

ethical. "The key idea of the marketing concept is that the 

firm should organize itself so as to meet consumers' needs as 

well  as  possible. In so far as a firm succeeds in doing this, 

it is assumed that its operations Will be financially.auccessful. 

Implicit in the marketing concept isthe belief that the consumer 

should be well served. This belief seems to be justified on 

pragmatic grounds rather:than ethical ones - serving the con- 

sumer is good business not necessarily-his inherent right."
8 

Consumer Satisfaction  as Consumer Interest 

Although the marketing concept did not provide any elabora-

tion of the consumer interest, it can be said that according to 

this concept the satisfaction of the needs of consumers was 

equivalent to serving the interests of consumers. The task of 

identifying  consumer  interests (needs) was entruSted to the 

business firms. 	the principal-task of the marketing function 

it's 
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...is hot so much to be skillful in Making the customer do what 

suits the interests of the business as to be skillful in con- - 

ceiving and then making the business do what suits the interests 

of the customer."9  

Kotler considers "the Marketing  concept  a - great step forward 

in meshing the actions of business with the'dnterests of con-

pumers. It-meant ,that consumer wants and needs became the starting 

point for product  and market planning. It meant that.business 

profits were tied to how Well the company sucCeeded in pleasing 

- and  satisfying the eustomer.N
10  

The following major assumptions could easily bei.dentified 

under the marketing concept: 	 • 

1. The consumers are well aware of their needs, wants,Aesires, 

likes, and dislikes etc. 

2. The consumers dominate the business firms as the voter in a 

free society retains ultimate control over the pelitical 

11 process. 
• 

3. The  consumers have enough ability to make a free and intelligent 

choice out of the marketing programmes  (products, prices,  pro- 

motion, and channels of distribution) of business firms. 

11.  The business  firms are capable of identifying the needs.Of 

• consumers. 

Production is based on anticipation of consumer needà. 



of conàumers. 	I interviewed hundreds of business executives I t 

6. The needs originate within the.consumer.
12 

7. ,Firms make a profit while satisfying consumer needs. 

It is not at all obvious that the assumptions underlying 

. thé marketing concept are met on anything like à regular basis. 

The assumptions described above are quite strong  and as a con-' 

sequence it is not obvious that the marketing concept provides 

.sufficient'protection for the consumer interest. 

The Criteria of Success in Servin-  Consumer Interest 

• Purchases, particularly repeat Purchases, of a product or 

service are considered a real proof of serving the,interests 

and listened to oountless assurances that we must be satisfying 

consumers: after all, we're still in business', aren't we? The 

dollar sign always seems to be the'standard reference point for 

business decisions. If sales and profits, are  good, then business-

men figure that someone must be doing something right."
13 

' The President of Grocery Manufacturers of America:thinks . 

that "Business becomes responsible for protecting its customer's 

the minute it puts aconsumer product In the market'... The very 

existence of any business depends upon customers who are not only 

' 	14 
protected ,but pleased." 	The Chairman of Unilever uses profit 

as a criterion for successful serving  consumer  interests. The 

blunt faCt is that if we do not provide what the heusewife wants,' 

our failure will soon be reflected in our profit figures, and,You, 
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I am sure, will not be slow to visit your disPleasure upon your 

Board, and quite rightly."
15 

Martin and Smith while discussing the argument of high rate 

of product failures as proof of the fact that consumer interests 

are being served say; "The high rate of product failure is Cited 

as evidence that  consumer sovereignty is by no means a dead 

letter. The AmeriCan Ford Motor Company spent $260 million on 

developing its Edsel car, every possible contingency was covered, 

but it was an abject failure. No amount of promotion or sales 

ingenuity dould make the Public buy it." 16  

The saine  authors also peint out that there is a fallaCy in 

this argument about product failures. It assumes that products 

fail because the public recognizes their intrinsic inferiority. 

This is not necessarily so because the effect of advertising and 

promotien can lead-consumers to reject a product purely for ca-

pricious reasons and not necessarily because it is inferior in 

any functional senses.... The truth is that modern marketing 

techniques have  imposed their own criteria of success and failure. 

If the public fails to buy a product.which ià carefully designed 

for a specific market . this can be due as . much to defects in the 

marketing strategy as.to defects in the product."
1.7- 

Betty Furness, 

Special Assistant -to late President Johnson rightly had the same 

feelings. "de  all know, that deceptive products have been marketed 

18 
well and good products have been. marketed deceptively.? , 



• There is another fallacy in the argument that if consumers 

are repeat purchasers of produCts the consnmer , interest is being 

served. If there  are no alternatives to products in the market-

place consumers will continue to buy what is available. This 

"situation can occur due to market concentration which excludes 

from, the distribution system alternative products, a lack of 

creativity by firms in developing better alternatives or for 

any number of other reasons. 

. Without a complete sconomic collapse the fact that consumers 

Make repeat purchases of a product is not a,proveable or dis-

provable hypothesis.in itself, especially.without a definition 

of the . meaning of the consumer  interest.  This  is a main weakness 

in the marketing concept. 	•- 

The WeRknesses in the Marketing Concept 

The Marketing concept  lias  some'inhérent weaknesses in serving 

the consumer interest. Its major weakneSaes are that it does not 

begin with a clear cut definition of the conSumer-interest and it is 

contradictory.. "The main problem that is coming to light rests on 

the ambiguity of the term customer satisfaction. Most businessmen 

take this to mean that consumer desires should be the orienting focus 

of product and market planning. The company'should produce what the 

customers want. But thé problem is that in efficiently serving - 

customers' desires., it is possible to hurt their long-run interests."
1:9 
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Kotler gives examples of products which may please the,con-

'Burners, but may - mot be butheir basic or long-term interests. , 

"Large, expensive automobiles please their owners,but increase 

the pollution in thé  air, the congestion of traffic, and the 

diffictilty of parking, and  therefore reduce the owners' long- 

run  satisfaction. The food industry is oriented toward producing 

new products which have.high taste appeals.H Nutrition hastended 

to be a secondary consideration. Many young people are.raised on 

a diet largely of potato chips, hot dogs, and sweets which satisfy 

their tastes but harm their long-run health. 

"The packing ,industry has produced many new convenience features 

for the 4merican consumer  such as nonreusable containers,' but the 

same consumers ultimately pay for this convenience in the form of 

solid waste pollution. Cigarettes and alcohol are classic products 

which obviously satisfy consumers but which ultimatelyhurt them 

if consumed in any excessive  amount."
20 

Kotler suggests broadening of the original marketing conCept 

to include a societal marketing concept  which calls for a customer 

'.orientation backed by integrated marketing aimed at customer satis-

faction and long-run  consumer  welfare  as the keys to attaining  

• long-run profitable volume. 

- 	Jerome Rothenberg questions.the very.idea of consumer sovereignty. 

"My Conclusion is that consumers' sovereignty .  is incomplete  and 

 :ambiguous- . In order to. make it operational, a series of highly 
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. 	. 
controversial, partly normative decisions  have  to be made. Further, 

the extent to which consuMers can be truly Sovereign is questibn- 

Inview of this, the concept lotes attractiveness.'' 21  

, 	According to the Same author, the principle of consumer so- . 

vereignty as presently employed is a value Judgement which Sti-

pulates that we should take the degree of :fulfillment of consumers' 

wants - or the degree te which performance acCords with consumers'. 

tastes - as a 'criterion for evaluating the social  desirability 

of different social situations and, through these, the desira 

hilitY of the various public policies'or institutional  structures 

which giver,rise te them. .The form such criterion should take 

is not obvious. For one thing,  the central fact of scarcity means, 

that no combination of social structure and public policy can lead 

te a satiation of  al].  wants. 	• 

The possible is liMited by available resources and state of 

-technblogical knowledge. Our criterion therefore becomes: how 

good is performance relative to the:best it might conceivably 

be? Optimality consists in maximizing consumers' utilities 

subject to the constraints of available resources and techniques. 

: The criterion must be able to compare situations in which 

the  well-being of a large number of individuals ià involved. 

jfihat'does it mean to satisfy the potentially differing tastes of 

a numerous greup? Does the princiPle itself determine'a unique 
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• function of these tastes which is to be maximized. The answer is 

not clear. Indeed, even its epistemological Status is not élear. 

The principle surely-requires at least that  the  first partial 

' derivative of social welfare with respect to the welfare of any 

one'individual be positive, that is, that any one person's im-

'provement, everyone elses well-being unchanged, is a sufficient 

: condition for a social welfare improvement. Consumers' sovereignty 

has been thought to imply the Pareto optimality criterion.- The 

reason for this belief is that largely because in its early 

treatments it was deemed'equivalent to allowing consuMers to 

trade freely on purely competitive markets, Pure competitioi . 

 being taken as the institutional structure which permits the 

freeSt expression of tastes. 

11.22-MIÉe.22U2LULAlejl 

One of the implied aSsumptions of both the marketing Concept 

and pure competition is'that-the consumer knows his needs  and 

 wants. Slitcher qùestioned this as early as 1931.. "The consumer 

often does not know his ox-her own desires with Sufficient de-

finiteness to describe them to another person. Frequently'he 

dees not know what.his wiehes .  are until he has seen'themfor 

The credulity,of the consumer makes it possible 

for him to be deceiVed as,to quality, quantity, price, size, 

and many factors involved in buying. 



Galbraith goes further and charges the businessmen with 

manipulation of-consumer  wants. He calls it "the management 

of scientific demand."
23 

Galbraith views social outcomes as 

the result of the direct power of those who control.large pro-

ductive organizations, and partly as the result of consumer' 

choices manipulated by those who control production. He re-

places consumer sovereignty with prpducer sovereignty. In 

, neoclassical theory, consumer preferendes are exogeneously given. 

In Galbraith's schema, preferences are determined by the psychic 

manipulation of consumers by cerporate technostructures. In 

•theory, consumer preferences are generated through,the day-to- 

:24 
day experiences of individuals in their social activity. 

Lazer calls marketers taste counsellors. "Since the American 

economy is a materialistic, acquisitive, thing-minded, abundant 

market economy, marketing becomes one Of the cores of understanding 

•,and influencing life styles, and marketers assume the role Of 

taste counsellors. Since American tastes are being emulated in 

other parts of the world such as Europe,  Japan, and Latin America, 

the impact of our values and norms reverberate through a broad 

international community."
25. 

Toynbee classifies wants into needs, wants and "bogus wants" 

which make for unwanted demand in excess of genuine wants. Needs 

for necessities of life are primary.' but genuine wants are also 

acceptable. These are the wants that we become aware of spontan-

eously, without : having to be told by Madison Avenue that wa want 
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something that we would never have thOught of wanting if we 

had been left in peace to find out our wants for ourselves. - 

 The third category, the unwanted goods, are of course easy to 
• 

give up. ,We have merely to  stop  listening to Madison Avenue.
26 

Katona, not agreeing with the charge of manipulating wants, 

says, "The consumer was never sovereign in the sense of being 

wholly autonomous, and he is not sovereign teday. However, 

the assertion that his sovereignty has diminished during the 

laSt twenty or fifty years is most questionable,' But even.if 

if had,- the consumer is still neither a puppet nor a pawn. For 

a while some consumers may be stimulated into buying something' 

that ïsuseless or wasteful, but they .  do eventually learn better. 

À study.of empirical evidence will shew that most consumers -, 

though they are.not ideal rational men, are circumspect and sen- 

27 
sible." 

The Need for a Social Concent 

The marketing concept is criticized for not serving the 

interests of consumers.. Rathmell suggests'a  consumer concept, 

or a social concept.' - "Broaden the marketing concept to  look 

 at the total needs, desires, Sensitivities, and feeling of 

people who buy your goods. The marketing concept may be out-I 

dated. Possibly the consumer concept or social concept may be 

more appropriate. Shert...term.sacrifices could result, but so 



can long-term gains. - Marketing people should be concerned 

with increasing the productiVity of consumption."
28 	

• 

Lazer goes further and recommends a reorientation of the 

entire marketing concept. "....an emerging view (of the Mar-

keting concept) is - one that does not take issue with the ends 

of Customer satisfaction, the profit focus, the marketing- 

economy, and economic growth. Rather its premises seems to be 

that thé tasks of marketing and itaconcomitant responsibilities 

are much' wider than purely economic cencerns. .It views the 

market process as one of the controlling eleMents of the world's 

social and economic growth. Because marketing4s a social in-

strument through which a standard of living is transmitted.to 

society, as a discipline  it is a social one, with commensurate 

social responsibilities that 'cannot merely be the exclusive 

29 - 
concern of compahies and consumers." 

• H  Lerner ridicules the idea of - a social concept b'ÿ  saying, 

"AMong the current.deprecations of concern with consumer soV r 

 ereignty is its rejection on the grounds:that it concentrates 

on the individual  instead  of. considering society as an organize& 

whole With its higher purposes to which narrowinterests of the 

individual should be subservient. SoMetimes this is adduced in 

the,  name.of all humanity,.sometimes in the naine of an even wider 

world spirit or collective mind. More often it is found in the 

narrower context of the interests  of- a race or class or nation. 

44 
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Drucker thinks that there was nothing wrong with the. mar-

keting concept. The major cause of dissatisfaction,was that it 

was not practiced. "We have asked ourselves where in the mar-

keting concept consumerism -  fits or belongs. I have come to the 

conclusion that, so far, the only way one can really define 

it within the total marketing concept iSas the shame of the 

total marketing concept... Marketing has been defined as looking 

at the world from the seller's end - and that's-one way of looking 

at it. And that is thelay we have been practicilu it. But there 

is another definitionof marketing, which is to look at the bus-

iness from the buyer's end.. And that is cOnsumerism and we 

haven't practiced it."
31 

Sumniam_md Conclusions  

If  consumerism is to look•at the business from the buyer's 

end, one must investigate the treatment  of consumer  interest in 

that forceful movement,sincé it is apparent that the-idea that 

the individual interee should be subservient to "society as 

ah organized whole",again approached - the idea of piablic interest. 

The marketing concept.  approach does not define the oonsumer 

terest because the concept is a surrogate .decision rule which 

in  effect provides the  business  firm With a way to analyze their 

marketingtask to:direct the•applicatioh•of the'firm's reseurces 

to satisfy a consumer need at'a profit. • 
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PART IV 	CONSUMERISM AND CONSUMER INTEREST 

A host of articles and books, mainly from journalistic 

and consumer advocacy and protection sources, have been written 

which have'been grouped under the heading of "Consumerism  and-

Consumer  Interest" for this section of the repôrt. 

In addition to searching for the consumer interest this 

chapter provides the opportunity to trace. the development of 

• 

 

the consumer movement since concepts of the consumer interest 

have evolved with the growth  of the movement. Not surprisingly, 

the consumerism movement grew as journalistic investigators 

pointed out the failures of the market system to serve the 

consumer. 

The Failure ol_Marketing_Systems to Serve Consumer Interests. 

The litany of most marketers, as mentioned earlier, is that 

i - their strategies are consuMer oriented, i.e. the firmhis supposed 

to take its marching order•from the market. Yet the happenings 

'in the marketplace would belie this'Conclusion. Many consumers 

believe that firmà are guided more by avaricious, rapacious, 

•1 and exploitative self-interest than by consumer interest. 	• 

Henee'has evolved the Uonsumerism•bevement.• 

Kallet and Schlink, the authors of 100 000,000 Guinea Piu, 2 

criticized the system as early as 1933.: IlUsing the feeble and 



ineffective  pure food and drug laws as a smoke-screen, the food 

and drug industries have been systematically bombarding us with 

falsehoods about purity, healthfulness, and safety of their 

products, while they have been making profits by experimenting 

on us with poisons, irritants, harmful chemical preservations l ': 

and dangerous drugs." Another author, Fuller,.writing on the 

same subject in 1972 said, "Today, nearly 4mty years.later, 

the situation is worse, not better. Every new advance seems 

to have brought with it a more than equal share of danger. 

New hazards are more subtle, more sophisticated, more deadly 

than those of the less replated days of the early thirties.... 

— 

It is 1935 all over again - multiplied by legarithms."
z 

 

Ralph Nader referring to the 1970 Hearings of the National 

Commission on Product Safety wrote "The Commission estimates 

that manufacture of hazardous . products costs our soCiety over - 

$505 billion each year. Each year as à reeult of incidents 

connected with household products, 20 million Americans are 

injured seriously enough to require medical treatMent or be - 
. 

'disabledforZa;day or more. This includes 585,000 hospitalized, 

h 
110,000 permanently disabled,and 30,000 who are killed."' 

Roseman, a Canadian author,.has the same story to tell. 

"Every day, Canadians buy shirts that shrink, toys that injure 

and roofs that leak. We sign contracts we don't understand 

for magazine subscriptions, home repairs and correspondence' 



courses we don't really want. We answer ads for "first quality" 

carpets that are actually substandard, "12,000 mile" used cars 

with odometers that the dealers have rolled back, washing machines 

"reduced from $350" that never sold anywhere near that price at 

all.... Instead of the kings of the marketplace we're supposed 

to be, we usually feel much more like its pawns," 5 

The Causes of Consumer Dissatisfaction 

' 	The factors that resulted in consumer dissatisfaction are 	, 

. numerous. The analysis may begin,from what Veblen said in 1920 

about the motives of businessmen: -"The businessman 1S lace in 

the economy of nature is to Make money, not to prodnce goods. 

The production of goods is a mechanical process, incidental 

to the making of meney; whereas the making Of money is a pecuniary 

operation, carried on by bargain and Sale, not be mechanical an- 

' 
pliances and powers."

6 
 

Failure of competitiOn, proliferation of products,  and  im-

personal 'buying  are  mentioned as other causes of consumer dis-

satisfaction. "Since the productive  process was so prolific, 

goods poured into the marketplace inel torrent in which the most 

-competitive aspects of marketing were spawned. However, out of 

the  by-ways of competition also crept fraud, deception, shoddy 

goods, shabby practices. Deceit, usury, and guile were not new 

in the world; they had simply been enhanced with faCtors of-trans- 
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portation, advertising, technologicalcomplexity, and financial 

' hocus pocus. Where once the.buyers and sellers coùld stand face 

to'face on equal terms, now the transaction had become impersonal, 

complicated, and heavily weighted . on the side of the professional 

sellers.  • ..the consumer still buys in isolation, does not 

• 'speak with an organized voice, and:writes off his losses., dis-

. appointffients, or even physical damage as tuition in the hard 

school of experience"7 

The same author gives numerouS ekamples of product pro-

liferation. "...there was a bonanZa of all the things we had 

done without: tires, flatirons, refrigerators etc. Moreover, 

there was a great burst of goods we'd never seen before: de-

tergents, nylons, T.Vs, plastics and frozen foods."
8 

, 	Koch also mentions loss of personal contact and prolif- 

eration of produpts as two important reasons for consumer dis-

satisfaction: "oday the responsibility of business for pro- 

tectin the consumer  is broadening, because  th n American Market- 

place ip undergoing basic changes. Consumers and producers, and 

even consumers and retailers,  are more. and more remote from each 

other,. In the past decade there has been aliastonishing expansion . 

in the array of products, price ranges and sizes from which con-

sumers may choose, Today . consumers, must make buying decisions on 

new and often extremely - complex products such- as stereo coMponents 

for record players'and aerosol-can cheese sureads which need no 

• 
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refrigeration some of which were unknown as recently as a year 

ago."9 

A report prepared for the Organization for Economid COop-

eration and Development (OECD) mentions the growth of mass pro-

duction, acceleration of technical progress l -the increase in 

purchasing power, and the Widening Of markets as four important  

reasons creating difficulties for consumers in decision making. 

The report saya, "While these developments have Irought 

benefits to the consumer, he has in the process been confronted 

by a vastly. greater range of goods, more complex and designed • 

.- to meet a great variety Of specific uses,.produced , in anticipation 

of demand rather than in response to it, promoted by more. vigorous 

and eophisticated selling  techniques, and bringing into play a 

more elaborate range of services. In euch conditions it has 

become increasingly difficult for the consumer to identify 

. dangers which may.arise from.the goods on offer t  to reçognize-

deceptive practices before they have induced him to buy, to choos e . 

the goods Most suited to  his rarticular needs,,and to ensure that 

his wishes are adequately conveyed to and reflected by the sùpplier."10  

Broffman while speaking of the imbalance between producer and 

consumer Eays: "The current  consumer  movement asserts that ther s. 

is a growing imbalance between producer and consumPr, that a few 

hundred companies dominate society, and they are unresponsive to 
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the needa of the consumer. Instead, they use their power 

aided by massive advertising - to manage the market; that is, 

to Persuade the consumer to.buy whatever .products.they choose 

to put on the market."
11 

Although, being a businessman he does 

not agree with this extreme view, hé considers it foolish to 

'deny realities like lack.Of attention to health and safety. 

The giants of the industry are equally blamed for the 

happenings in the marketplace. "Thé fly by night operator f 

 whose sole purpose is to cheat the consumer,  operates outside 

the law. Through painful experience the American consumer knows 

. hiF style and does his,best to shun his persuasivepatches.. -  

The Arian  businessman is ne less offended by the operatioss of 

the shyster, and has created such : organizations as the Better 

Business  Bureau to help keep, them out of the marketplace. But 

within the past decade, the disturbing realization has'slowly • 

. come to the American consumer that unethica4antisocial, and 

amoral business practices are not confined to the fringes of the 

marketplace: they also exist at the core of the American economic 

system, daily praCticed by the saine  respected giantW of industry 
• 

who made this nation the most powerful and affluent on earth."
12 

. Another important factor contributing to the dissatisfaction 

of the consumer is the expeetation of perfection from technology. 

"....society has .heen thoroughly conditioned to expect perfection 

from its technology. Moon landings, miracle drugs, organ trans- 
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plantations, and jet transportation make the house-wife wonder 

,why ziPper manufacturerà cannot make one that will not jam." 1  

Robert C. Wells, calls it "a revoit of rising expeetancy". 

"...the public is staging a revolt arising from frustration. 

Customers today expect produçts to perform satisfactorily, to 

provide dependable"functional performance and , to be safe. This 

threshold of acceptable performance is steadily rising."
14 

Broffman, President of John Morrell and Company while speaking 

before the American Meat Institute  in. 1971 saic4 "Things may 

also seem worse to some consumers tàdày because they expect_ - 

a great deal from American Technology.. People exclaim: We 

15 did land on the moon. Why can't this meat be fresh?" 7-e 

Some businessmen think that consumerism is an invention of 
• 

,politicians. "A good many of my friends in business have been 

telling me over the.years that conslimerism is,an invention of 

the politicians, and that there is no  support for  it in the 

' marketplace. And I am willing to.believe that up to a point. 

But I've been around long enough to know that politicians don't 

,flog dead horses - they can't afford toe Théy are in a much 

.. more competitiVe business than we are, and if there is no sup.:- 

port for something they go elsewhere very fast."
16 

• Markin thinks that the modern complexities reduce consumers 

ability to make intelligent decisions. "The .consumera' dilemMa 

- is that he wants goods. "He needs - goods But the  fact is that 
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technology is sPawning such a torrent of new and improved - goods, 

marketing is creating such complicated packages and deals,: and 

advertisink is so misleading, uninformative, and so riddled 

with half-truths, that it is'difficult for the consumer to 

choose wisely and'to be an.effectiVe-decision maker." 17, 

The Histor of Consumerism - 

To locate the exact or evexian approximate date of  any 

movement is.a very difficult task. So‘itia with the origins. 

of  the  consumer movement. Martin and Smith  think that any 

, history .of organized action•by consumers in Britain would 

have been essentiallY a history of the consumer co-opérative 

movement. Acdording to them, when the first consumer co-operative 

• was formed in the back streets of .Rochdale in 1844, the weak 

bargaining position of poor unorganiZed consumers in relation to 

all powerful suppliers was to be seeliin an acute form:.payment 

in kind by employers, chronic indebtedness, adulteration of food, 

• wide  variations in  quality and monopoly pricing.
18 

•- 

The beginning of the consumer movement in North America 

can be dated from the formation of Consumers League in New 

York City  in  1891. In 1898, local groups joined iria national 

federation,the National Consumers' League and by 1903 the na-

tional- organization had grown to 64 branches in 20 states-. 19 

Both Herrmann and Kotler divide the consumer movement into 
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three eras: the early 1900's, the mid 1930's and the mid 1960's. 

The First ConsumerisM  Era "The Early 1900's"• 	. 

The first consumer era was fueled by such  factors. as  rising 

prices, Upton Sinclair's "The Jungle", and drug scandals.. The 

• gain to consumers was the passage of the Pure Food and .Drng 

Act of 1906, the Meat Inspection Act of 1906 and the creation 

of the Federal Trade Commission. . 	• 	 • 

The Second Consumerism Era "The mid 1930's" 

The Second era of consumerism in the 1930's was started by 

. such factors as an upturn•ineconsumer prices:in the midst of the 

depression, the sulfanilamide scandal, the widely iMitated Detroit 

. housewives strike, the publication of Chase and Schlink's best 

selling  book•100.000 000.Guinea Pigs which inspired:even Franklin , 

D. Roosevelt. ,  These faCtorà resulted • in the strengthening of the • 

Pure Food and Drug Act and the granting  of - more powers to the 

- Federal Trade Commiséion to regulate unfair or deceptive acts and 

practices. . . 

The Third Consumerism Era "The mid 1960's" • 

The tempo of activity of consumerism might have gotten more 

. momentum in the late 1930's but the•Second Wend War diverted 

all attention to the-problem of national survival. During the 

,1950's Vance Packard's "The Hidden Persuaders" created - considerable 

interest.in  consumerism,but the beginning of the third bra is 

usually dated from John  F.  Kennedy's Consumer Message to the CongresS, 
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in Spring 1962. President Kennedy presented his well known Con-

sumer Bill of Rights which highlighted the-right to safety, the 

right to be informed, the right to choose l 'and the right to be 

heard. 

In Canada, the Federal Government setup its Consumer  and 

 Corporate Affairs Department in late .1967. The provinces started 

drafting consumer legiàlation in the late sixties and had con-

sumer .  departments in all provinces in ,the 1970's. 

Thé major events of the . third era  of  consumerism in the 

United States were the birth of thalidemide babies, President 

Johnson's creation of a new White House:post in 1964, Special 

Assistant for Consumer Affairs, in 1964 the appointment of •' 

Esther Peterson on the-post, the publication in 1965  of Ralph 

Nader's best selling book "Unsafe at any Speedû, the.high rate 

of inflation during the middle sixties, the publication of ' 

"The Poor Pay More" in 1963 by David Caplovitz, the passing of 

a- number of,acts includinà the Bighway Safety Act of 196G, the 

Truth in Packaging Bill of 1966, the Truth in Lending  Bill of 

1968,etc.. 

The Meaniu..21 Consumerism 

Vance Packard was one of the earliest adopters of the term 

"consumerism". His  usage  of the word linked the word .  with 

Strategies • for  persuading consurers-to quickly expand their needs 

and.Wants by making them "voracious, wasteful, Compulsive. 
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Day and Aaker used the terni for the most Common underStanding 

of consumerism in reference to the widening range of activities 

of government, business, and independent organizations Allat are 

designed to protect individuals from practices (of both business 

and government) that infringe upon 'their rights as consumers."22 

Accerding to their interpretation, this view of censumerism em-

phasizes the direct relationship between the individual consumer 

and the business firm. The specific rights and how these rights 

come about is not really addressed in any significant way. 

Kotler treats oonsumerism as "a social movement seeking to 

23 
augment the rights and powers of buyers4n relation to sellérs." 

Cravens and Hills offer a similar 'definition of eonsumerism,as 

IIa social force within the environment designed to aid and protect 

the consumer by exerting legal, moral e  and eConomic pressure on 

business."24  

Peter Drucker thinks that "consuMerism means that the consumer 

looks upon the manufacturer as somebody'who ie interested but who 

really does not know what the consumer's realities  are. He regards 

the manufacturer as somebody who has not made-the 'effort to:find 

out, who does not understand the world in which the consumer,lives, 

and who expects the consumer  to be able to make distinctions which 

the consumer is neither willing nor able to make."
25 

 

Buskirk and Rothe use consumerism for "The organized efforts 

of cSnsumers seeking redress, restitution and remedy for,dissatis-

faetion they have accumulated in the acquisition of - their standard 

26 
of  living." 
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Mrs. Virginia H. Knauer, Special Assistant to the President 

for  Consumer Affairs considers consumerism to,be "the watchdog for 

the new militant mood among consumers whose real spirit is 'let the 

-sellers beware' in comparison to the ageold caveat emptor or 'let 

the buyer beware'. 27 

The Assumttion of a Crinsumer a nAageniat 

:s .  T6 understand the treatment of consumer intereàts in con-

sumerism it is useful to state the assumptions of à consumerism' 

antagonist' or an apologist for some of the failures of the market-

place.  Note  that this list was first published in a house organ 

of a major - advertising agency in Montreal only:bur years ago, 

. 	1. A major assumption presupposed antagonist roles of 
buyer and seller.' The interdependence of  the  two 
is nôt cOnsidered,,the significance of the marketing 
concept is diScountedLand the efforts of Marketing 
research to ascertain consumer wants are either un-
known to - or ignored by the critic. 

2. It is assumed that the seller deliberately obfuscates . 
 - 	that heais sophisticated in . this art, and thnt con- 

fusion - somehow results in patronage.. 

it is.taken fer granted that the seller has the . 
financial resources to impose  bis  ideas in the market-
place; competition is asàùmed away; and regulation is 
adjudged ineffective, 

•  The  maximization of shortterm profit is - asserted to 
be the,only goal of the seller. The seller - unlike 
other people in our society - is said to be.completely 
insensitive to Social needs;.noconnection whatever is 
seen between profit and  consumer satisfactions 
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5. If anything goes wrong in the marketplace, it is auto-
matically presumed that the business firm its manage-
ment', and explicitly, its marketing operation s  are at 
fault, The accountant, the engineer, the  controller, 
and especially the blue-collar workman and his union 
are looked upon as uninvolved. 

6. The'buyer is categorized as a moron; incompetent to make 
soUnd purchasing judgements. Critics acknowledge that 

• he was never better informed, better eduSated, or more 
skeptiçal. -Yet somehow, they believe he leses his 
senses in the marketplace. 

Yet another assumption holds that certain individnals 
and groups  have been endowed with a sirpernatural 
ability to discern what is best for the rest of us. 

8. It is assumed that acceeding to demands of consum-
erists is either cost-less or cost-absorbable by . 
the seller. Further, that any costs net only can 
bé but should be borne by  the seller. Or eonVerse-
ly, that the bnyer 	pay a nremiwn 
for,products that are ptutter for him - low-lead 
gasolinen for example. —  

Some Statements of Consumer. Interests 

President. Kennedy's Spedià1 Message on protecting-oonsupér 

interests sent to the Congress on March 15, 1962 is perhaps  the  

most quoted statement on consumer interests. .In this.message • 

the first ever delivered by a President on this topiC, President 

Kennedy took note of the important role played by consuMers in the 

- American economsand the challenging problems that confront 

them.
'29 

The Kennedy Statement 

In the message President .  Kennedy included ) the following as 



as consumer intèresta: 

1. The ri,ht to.safety - to be protected against 
the marketing of goods which'are hazardous to 
health of life. 

2. Del_rieleet_to he informed  - to be protected against 
fraudulent , degeitful or grossly misleading, infor-
mation, advertising, labeling or other praCticèS, 
and to be - given,the facts he needs to makean in-
fOrmedechoice. 

3., 2222IirEht_Ic4shoose - to be assured. wherever 
possible, access - to a variety ofproducts and _ 
services at eompetitive prices, and in those 
industries in which comnetitionis not workabl e . 
and government regulation is substituted, an 
assurance of satisfactory quality  and service  
at fair prices. 

4. The eleteeht to_be heard - to be assured that con-
sumer interests will reCeive,full and sympathetic 
consideratipà in the formulation of Government 
policy,  and: fair  and- expeditious treatment in its 
administrative tribunals. 

These four rights of consumers,,although broad,are usèful 

guiding'. principles . 

• Theel2Ay_ead Aaker Statement 

Day and Aaker consider the following three as major consumer 

interests: 

1. Protection afainst clear cut  abuses. This encompasses  
outright fraud and'deceit that are a part Of the "dark 
cide of the marketplace", as well as dangers te health 
and safety from voluatary use of a product. There ie 
substantial agreement in principle between business 
and consumer spokesmen that such abuses must be pre- 
vented, but there is often a wide divergence of opinion 
on the ektent of the nrobiem. As a result:the govern-
ment bas  taken the initiative in this area, usually 
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after the divulgenDé,ofenssensationaleabiesee,.This 
ha  s been the case with much of the legislation 
dealing with drug, tire, auto, and Pipeline Safety 
and meat and fish inspection. Even so, this is 
the least controversial and oldest aspect of con-
sumerism. 

2. Provision of adeouate information.  The concern 
here is with the economic interests Of the con-
sumer. The ',question is whether the right to in- 	• 
formatien goes beyond the- right not to be deceived, 
to include the provision of performance information 
that-will enSure a wise purchase. Much of the 
controversy and confusion. over >consumerism revolved ' 

,around this basic issue. The two polar positions 
identified by Bauer and Greysér are the business 
tiew that the buyer should be guided by his judge-
ment of the manufacturer's reputation and the 

I qualdty of the brand, versus the view of the con-
sumer spokesmen that information should be pro-
vided by impartialasources and reveal performance -
characteristics. 

3. TheaErotection of consumers against  themselves 
 and other consumers. Some  of the thrust behind 

-consumerism comes from the growing acceptance:of 
the position that paternalism.is a legitimate ' 
policy. Thus, the National Traffic and Motor 
Vehicle Safety Act of 1966 is not cencerned with 
the possibility that the - buyer has an expressed 
bütuasatisfjed  need for safety, and emphasizes 
instead that carelsasness mayAlave undesirable 
consequences for innocent participants. There is 
a sound basis in economic theory for such inter-
ventiOnwhenever the action of a buyer serves 
only his own best interest and fails  to  take into 
account the effects onethers.' However, - this 

. principle is being extended to situations of 
"implied consumer interest" where the individual 
is . deemed unable to.even identify his own best 
interest (eag., the mandatory installation of 
seat belts andsthe provision for a "cooling off" 
peried after a door-to-door sale). This is a - 
.estrong  justification for the protection of in-
experienced, poorly educated, and generally 416- 
advàntaged consumers. More controversial by far 
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is  the extension of this notion to all consumers 
on the grounds that manipulated preferences may 
be disregarded when the consumer is not acting in 
his best interest." 3u • . 

. The Nader Statement, 

Ralph Nader may - have overstated the prOblem but whan .  be was 

- questioned on how to pick and choose from amOng the many So-called 

conflicting consumer interests, he'replied that they would be -

picked'flon-the basis - of criteria as tO how many people are harmed, 

-how serious is- the harm, whether it is healthf safety or economics, 

to what eXtent is the AgencY. to be intervened against getting its 

head in the sand,and is not doing anything at all about it, and 

to what extent the time factor requires • imminent action.  There 

are so many major gross  abuses  of the consumer's rights in the 

country.  that the Agency for -  Consumer Advocacy will be very busy 

': on the hard, crude edges of consumer abuse.' They are eing to - 

.be dealing with the big abuses. It is hardly anticipated that 

they are going.  to have time to deal with the , areas•of gray or 

the  relatively small seCtors of  consumer abUse. They  are going 

to be dealing with multi-billion-dollar'energy prices, they are 

going to be dealing with harm from adverse drug effects to per- • 

haps hundreds of thousands of people i -they are going to be 

dealing with food contamination problems, they are - going to he 

:dealing with radiation exposure by consumer products, they  are 

 goindto be dealing with recall'policies1  meat and:poultry in- 



spection practices and the like. 

"I do'not think they are going to have avery difficult 

time finding a consumer consensus."  

"I might add, Senator Ribicoff, that it will be much easier 

for the ACA to àscertain.the consumer interest than it'has been 

• for the U.S. DepartMent of  Agriculture  tO ascertain the farmer's 

interest preferring, as'it has over the - Years, big. agribusiness . 

over small farmers and sharecroppers or theU.S. Department of 

Commerce, which has tended to prefer big business interests àver 

the needs, when they are competing, of sMall  business  interests."
31 

An important problem of consumer interests in cOneUmeriem is 

their scope. The 0.E.C.D.' Committee on Consumer Policy'identifies 

consumer interests either as physical or economic. The consumer 

interests in the physical sense include safety and health. These 

two  consumer interests  are  considered so important in 0.E.C.D 

countries that "at the present time, .even Member countries which 

do not have a general consumer protection policy do have a fairly 

full range  of measures'whese purpose is to'safeguard consumers' 

32 	' 	• health and safety." 

The protection of consumers econCmic interests includes 

"fraud and deception .  by unscrupulous traderS...control of ag-. 

gressive sales methods, banning of deceptive or mieleading sales 

techniques, and inaccurate Or misleading advertising, and méasurts 

for  controlling consumer credit." 33 
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A Statement of Consumer Interests 

• A synthesis . of consumer interests which has been deriVed 

•from the literature review for this chapter has .been classified 

under the following heads: 

1. Safety end Health 

2. Economic 

. 	. 
3. Ecology 

› The Furuhashi and McCarthy exposition  was most useful in this 

- synthesis, their work being a -synthesis of existing materials. 

1. Consumer Interests 	and Health' 

The'discuSsion of safety and health hazards is not as simple 

a task in all cases as it appears on the surface .. A number of 

value judgements are involved. Freedom of choice is also involved 

in these decisions. Furuhashi and McCarthy .while talking of the 

1971 U.S. ban on cigarettes àdvertising on television and radio 

say, "Such restrictive measures pose a - threat not only to those 

who earn their livelihood through the manufacture end distribution 

of restricted products, but also to consumers who enjoy these 

- products. Some people argue - that in a free society individuals' 

should be-able to make a:free choice as to what they Want to -buy, 

34 
eYbu if it may be harmful.to -them." 

•The question of consumer freedom Was raised •y a•tobacco 

grower in a hearing in U.S. Senate on cigarette advertising and 

labeling.' "We people who grow tobacco and our predeceSsors - fCr 

many generations have believed that We Were'in an honorable 

business. We.have believed that  in  important respects•tobacco 
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was beneficial to-:theuuser. There seems to be no doubt tnat 

the use of tobacco in its various forms is relaxing, is enjoy-

able and is . conducive to a measure of contentment. . 

"Today is a day of tensions as never before... Who has 

tried to-measure the relief from present day tensions which 

may be credited to tobacco? Who'can predict what would bè the 

explosion of tense people if there were no relaxing agents 

or avenues'? 	For more than three centuries men and women 

have enjoyed the relaxation, the mental contentment and the 

pleasure that they have : found in smoking.... , 

"The  decision to smoke or not tO smoke,, the decision as 

to how Much to smoke, are decisions for, each individual adult. 

Each must and does balance the consideration's for and against' 

smoking."'" 

Interesting figures were quoted from - a report prepared by• 

the Ford Foundation in November 1963. "The average life expec-

tancy is now'70 years, compared with 63 in 1943 and 57 in 1923. 

For thé first time, the figure is overthe,generally ScOepted 

retiring age of 65. Never before have old people comprised such 

a high proportion - 1/10 of the nation's total population."36- 

This happened despite pollution and a lack of purity and health 

fulness. The presence of poisons, irritants, harmful chemical 

preservatives, and dangerous - drugs did not reduce the average 
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life expectancy. 

The question of where to draw a line when safety is involved 

is difficult to answer. Numerous examples of free choice and 

safety such as wearing of safety belts by motorists and motor 

cycle helmets can be given. When Ford tried to sell safety 

belts as an optional automobile equipment in the 1950's, buyers 

did not respond. Many who had them in their cars did not use 

them. 

Ail interesting case of limiting the freedom of consumer 

choice was Progbition in the United States. Over fifty-seven 

years ago (in 1919) the U.S.. Government decided that it was in 

the public interest to prohibit, or restrict the importation, 

Manufacture, sale and consumption of alcoholic beverages. The 

freedOm of choice of consumers was legally 'eliminated. Thousands 

of persons were convicted yearly and fined and sent to jail for 

-violation of the Volstead ACt. The noble exioeriment did not 

work and ultimately the public interest was redefined and the 

Volstead Act repealed . ..37 

.Fnruhashi and McCarthy raise an important question in 

this regard. "The basic issue,here, therefore, is Whether a 

market direbted system Will safeguard the consumers' interests. 

Implicit in the arguments of some critics  is  the notion that 

consumers' purchase deCisions in the marketplace do not neces- 

sarily reflect their best -  interests'. If this is the question, 
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perhaps we need some legislation. But Who is to decide what is 

in the public interest in regard to product quality,.and how 

are they to decide? These  are  not - just academic  questions,  

because any regulations or legislation must provide some 

guidelines for action. Such guidelines are . also necessary 

for meaningful dismission about product warranties and guarantees."' 

In reply to all these  questions  it can be said that product 

safety and health hazards  are  not individual problems. It is 

the society .who ultimately'bears the Cost of lost-working days, 

medicare, police and court time, insurance, and unemployment and 

welfare payments. Thus society has a right to restrict consumers' 

freedom of choice ..  But every one may not necessarily agree to 

this kind of reasoning. 	• 

2. Consumers' Economic Interests  

Economic interests relate to monetary loss to consumers due 

to poor products or deceptive marketing practices. An interesting 

example given by Ralph Nader was  that  of automobile buMpers "those 

chrome,  ornamental eyebrows - are designed today, and for the 

past several years, to maximize repair costs, and knowingly . • 

sow...bumpers cannot protect the vehicle in collisions exceeding 

2 miles per hour and some bumpers fail even that standard. . 

 Recently, a Michigan insurance executive released a study that 

indicated an annual loss to motorists of 1 billion due to or- 
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namental bumpers... The auto executives know this but they go 

on looting the public by design. A billion dollars is diverted 

from other purchaees such  r as  food, furniturn4-01diçini end 

clothes."39  

AnOthir deele*Sieee ti the anthor,,,i»,- 

"Price fixing keeps prices higher for customers than they would 

be if competition prevailed. The  •lectric price-fixing con-

°piracy involving GE,, Westinghouse, Allia-Chalmers, and other 

companies was prosecuted in 1960-61.. It cost consumers over a 

billion dollars. It cost GE, Westinghouse, that is, about $500 

million in punitive damage settlements and this sum was promptly 

written off as ordinary and necessary business expense."4°  It 

was perhaps because of these facts that "Pricing issues were 

associated with consumerism by over 80% of the women and by ap- 

41 proximately 60% of the students and businessmen." 

Consumerism's literature is full of example of poor products 

and deceptive marketing practices. "The Jungle,  100,000,000 Guinea 

Pigs, Your Money's Worth,  The Waste Makers  and EnlafeaLAny_Speed 

were mentioned previously. 42 Even new products have defects. 

Senator Hart concluded from his hearings that, "New automobiles 

are a frequent source of consumer  complaints. Knobs, handles and 

switches fall off. Windows and doors leak profusely. Hydraulic 

accessories seldom work." 43 

fixing. 



Products are not whattheir names say they are. LemOn cream 

pies contain neitherlemon nor.tream. They are just pies. The 

Great American Dream Machine,  a T.V. show of a few years ago, 

satirized a familiar brand of lemon cream pie: "It's made of 

: good oid• monosodium phosphate.- the  sanie  as used in laxatives 

and cleaners - plenty of fresh whey solids4-guaranteed gum from 

the Texas grasslands. But yoU will nOte, no lemon, no cream, 	• 

44 
no eggs, just pie." 

, 
The economic interests of Canadian conatimers are not served 

in any way that can be called better compared to other developed 

countries. "While bank robbers steal only a few million dollars 

a year, dishonest auto-repair shops can Steal several htindred 

million. Because cars are so'complex it's easy to get victimized. 

The Canadian Broadcasting Corporation.prOved it in 1970 by taking 

a vehicle that had been pre-tested and Certified "fault-free" by 

.a highly trained mechanic in two diagnostic centres. The-first 

said the Car needed $70 worth of repairs. The second gave a,clean 

bill of health to the components the first clinic said were faulty, 

but decided that others needed replacing at an estimated cost 

of $103.
•flie5 

The consumer economic interest is in being able to have 

effective power to eXercise their rightsin the marketplace. 

The statements of misuse of market power presented above, while 

flot uncOmmon, are cited as indications of the difficulties of 
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consumers in exercising their rights in the marketplace as equals 

with sellers. How a system to assure redress on both sides of 

the question (abuse of rights by either consumers or sellers) 

is a critical one but one which is not the subject of this research. 

• Consumer Interest in Ecology 

The consumerists are showing: increasing interest in ecology, 

that is in the consumption of the environment. In one survey, 

85% of the respondents considered pollution to be-America's number 

oneprobiem, and three out of four thought it is industry's ' 

responsibility to àlean up the environment. 	The feelings about 

ecology are growing to the extent that a California banker has 

suggested that top executives of companies that pollute the en-

vironment be sent to jail for up to five years. 

Day and Aaker feel the same way. ''Today, consumerism is 

becoming increasingly cOncerned with the quality of physical"' • 

environment and the impact of marketing practices and technology 

on the ecology. Ecology is the systematic approach to nature, 

the  study - of how living organisms and the non-living environment 

function together  as  a whole or an ecosystem. -  Such an under-

standing gives meaning to the idea that•one'man's goods:are 

somebody else's garbage,- that there are no euth things as no-

retUrn containers - t#ey do return somewhere. It is a - recoe 

nition which has finally emerged from our long standing concern - 
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with built-in obsolescence, and all the attendant problems which 

contribute to pollution in a "disposable society" and a "throw-

away culture" 
.48 

Air, water, and noise pollution have become an important 

part of consumer interests. "More recently, consumerism has 

become identified with the widespread concern with the quality 

of the physical environment. The problem of air, water, and 

noise pollution have become increasingly salient as the 

tolerance of the public for these abuses has decreased. 49 

Lerner, an econàmist, feels that "we are discovering ecology - 

that the rivers are not infinite sOurces of clean water, that  

the ocean itself is not an infinite receptacle for our garbage, 

and that the air is exhaustible too." 50 

Kotler thinks that the pollution of the environment reminded 

the consumers Of the Malthusian specter., "...the environment 

Was progressively exploited in the interests of abundance. Ob-

servers began to see that - an abundance of cars and conveniences 

. would'produce a shortage of clean air and water. The Malthusian 

specter of man running out of sufficient resOurces to maintain 

himself became a growing concern." 51  

Ralph Nader also has pointed out the hazards of pollution. 

'He quoted Pr. Arlie Havargen-Smit for discovering a definite link 

. between automobile exhausts and smog conditions in Los Angeles. 
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"This pollution Contains the most serious toxic contaminants, 

which are associated with a significantly higher incidence of 

morbidity.and mortality from emphysema, chronic bronchitis, 

lung cancer, and heart disease. In property damage due to 

air pollution, the United States Public Health Service es-

timates a loss of roughly sixty-fiVe dollars per capita each 

year, or over eleven billion dollarsialtogether. 

• 	"Pollution corrodes metals, deteriorates rubber' produCts, 

erodes concrete and building stone, aoils a great variety of 

materials, and deposits dust and soot on highly sensitive 

machinery-and instruments." 52 

Automobiles are not the only pollutants. Besides the 

business firms, the consumers themselves are a big source of 

:pollution. The role of personal consumption in the deterioration 

of our environment is Of growing conCern. Individuals in North 

.America create as much solid waste as manufacturing does. 

Numerous consumer products, such as automobiles, laundry detergents, 

glass and aluminum containers, pesticides and fertilizers, have 

been identified as significant contributors to environmental de- 
. 

terioration."53 - 

Consumerism is concerned not only with today's consumer interests, 

but also with the impact of consumption.on the coming tomorrdws. 

Any increase in population loads the landscape with more and more 

beer cans, junked autos and other garbage'. The result of mass 	. 
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marketing is massive filth. 

The issue of pollution is not a black or white type of 

thing. There are grey areas also. ,Consumér's . interests clash 

with those of other-consumers as well as thoàe of manufacturers. 

Furuhashi and McCarthy illustrate the nature of this conflict 

with the help of a case involving pollution of a lake by several - 

manufaCturers. 

,"Individual firms have located around the shores :of  a par- 

ticular lake to make use of the nearby raw materials, water and 

labor. In a microsense, the manufacturers are doing 'good' - 

providing employment to workers, profits to their shareholders, 

and products for, the benefit of interested consumers. 

"Through the normal production process, however ., the various 

companies may pollute the lake and thereby diminish its useful- 

- nesS to all other users, including some of the people who have 

jobs in the factory. Hence., logically there may be a conflict 

,between the workers. ' interests (micro), EIS employers of the, 

factory, as well as the consumers of paper products, and their 

'interests (macro) ., as 'consumers' of the local environment - 

that is l 'clean water-for swimming, boating, or fishing. 

, ›"If laws are passed to limit the freedom of individual firms,' 

the firms may haveto raise their prices, thereby affecting some , 

consumers because rising costs usually must be passed on to con-

'sumers.' Alternately, the firms may have to close their doors and 
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fire all the workers. The lake Will return to its originallpeauty, 

but the aociety must do without the paper products. Former em-

ployees'may not be able to find other work, and will have to be 

supported by thoàe still working Within the macro-system.  And  

the resources invested - in the plants will be wasted."55  

, Acceptance of a legitimate consumer interest in the environ-

men they consume is relatively easy. What is difficult is the • 

determination of the limits on these interests and when the col-

lective interest of society takes .peecedence over the individual 

interest of a consumer. 

The above discussion of consumer interest in consumerism 

shows that under this approach  consumer  interests are relatively - 

well defined, but consumerism does not:provide solutions to all 

the  conflicts that.arise in , determining the preference that 

_should be given to consumers or producere-interesta. As mentioned,. 

earlier, all issues are not black or white. .Despite.the dif- 

ficulties in resolving the conflicts, the Jeremiahs of consumerism 

will go on saying to the producers: "I am a human being; do not 

fold, bend, mutilate, violate or'pollUte me056 	; 

Summary  and  Conclusions  - 

A review of the -consumerism literature has providedmuch 

greater insight and definition of the consumer interest than 



have the economic or the market concept. literature. 

Consumer rights were defined EIS the right to choice, safety, 

information and to be heard of  variants of these rights. We 

have summarized and synthesized theSe rights into interests - in 

safety, economics,  and  ecology. Our revieW Of the literature 

has failed up to this point, however, to help much.in limiting 

the bounds of the consumer interest if such bounds are delimitable. 

As with any social choice decision the consumer intereàt decision 

is not black or white in all cases. 

SeVeral more bodies of literature may-help Cast  more light 

on the limits of the consumer  interest. 
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PART V - 	THE  INFORMATION  APPROACH 
TO CONSUMER INTEREST 

There has been a group Of writers who have attributed 

many of the problems which consumers experience  in the market 

place to a lack of information. The  assumption of this group 

is that provision of adequate and timely  information  will go a 

long way towards solving the major problems.faced by Consumers. 

While we may not, in fact do not, agree with this view it 

is a useful perspective to Use in our Search for a definition of 

the consumer interest.  The reader will See that soMe of the 

authors included Under this heading have gone to great pains to 

point out that thsproblem is not the provision of information, 

. important as this may be, but it is the ability to use the in-

formation which is critical to the consumer being able to exer-

cise his or her rights. 

A. The Need for Information  

The "right to be informed"' is a very important area of 

consumer interest. Norman Kangun while discussing the need 

for information says, "Informed  consumera are essential to the 

fair and efficient functioning of a-free-market economy. 

....Technology has spawnecLa torrent of new and imp4mved pro- 

' ducts that make it exceedingly difficult, if.not impossible, 

for consumers to keep fully informed about them. Can shoppers 
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be expected to differentiate between the performance character-

istics of. canister anctupright vacuum cleaners, the qualities 

of rayon blend and acrylic blankets, the relative merite of 

disk and drum brakes on automobiles, • ..the cleaning power of 

phosphate versus phosphate-free  detergents?1  

Stern considers information' essential for the allocation of 

resourèes toward the achievement of social goals., "Our economic 

System is based on the belief that free and intelligent decisions 

in the marketplace, rather.than by government fiat, will produce 

the most efficient allocation of resources toward the achieve-

ment of private and social goals. To exercise free and intel-

ligent choices in the marketplace,  consumera must have access 

to terms of sale and product information."2' 
Despite- this im-

portance of information to consumers, he laments, "...it is 

likely that the loss.of personal relationships in the market-

place has reduce d.  both the availability and the reliability ,  

otproduct information." 3 . 	. 

. "Technological changes make obsolete whatever.information 

consumera  have. Technological change is so rapid that the con-

sumer who bothers to learn about a commOdity or a service  soon 

finds his . knciwledgeobSolete." 

. With the increase in the number of goods ignorance also 

increases. "With economic development, the variety of goods 

increases sp that ignorance per:goOd probably increases. The 
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marginal cost of complete information is greater than the mar-

ginal benefit of complete information, so that some ignorance 

per good is justified. This problem of growing ignorance is 

highlighted when one contrasts the simple budget of our fore-

fathers in colonial days with the budget of the family today, 

or when one contrasts the simple world of the consumer in 

Guatemala with that of the consumer in the United States. In 

Guatemala the family is poor, the number of goods is low, and 

ignorance per good is low."7  

Assumptions in the Information Approach 

- When information is said to be  an important  area Of  con-

sumer interest, certain abaumptions are implied  for  consumers 

as•decision-makers. While discussing the.quality and quantity 

of information available to  the consumer Brown says, "In all of 

these discussions and in writings that have appeared in numerous 

jdurnals is an underlying.assumption that the consumer is a 

rational ,decision maker. Moreover, the assumption that  the 	. 

Consumer needs and wants information and is capable of its 

' 	•  mnAlysis  is also implied."6  

The question 'of consumer ratiOnality is highly debatable. 

The consumer reacts to information not only with his intelligence, 

but alsO with his habits, traits, attitudes, and feelings. In 

the theoretical framework, the consumer is seen as optimizing 
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hie performance in a given "task environment" by processing 

the available information as effectively as possible. Effective- 

ness is constrained by such processing limitations as a short-

term memory capacity of only five to seven items. 7 

It is not clear from the available evidence that informa-

tion has a significant impact on behavior. "A curious featUre 

of the growing demand for more information is the paucity of 

concrete evidence that past disclosures have made:signifiCant 

differences in consumer or market behaviour.  • ..The lack of 

evidence on -the-behavioral effects of information disclosures 

is due to the relative newness of most requirements and the 

inherent difficulties of designing and implementing the appro-

priate evaluation research. The factors are compounded by a 

lack of-conceptual basis for understanding how buyers use infor-

mation and confusion as.to the objectives to be served by pro- 

. riding additional information."8  

Richard H. Holton t .former Assistant Secretary of Commerce, 

made a valid- point about the capability of consumers to make 

rational decisions. "The point here is that the consumer is 

a part-time amateur buyer facing in the marketplace, - eyeball 

to eyeball, a whole. serieà of full-time professional:sellers. 

Given the wonderful breadth and depth.of selection of goods 

and services which our economy generates the time required 
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to be a rational consumer of everything would surely be unrea-

sonably large. -  In short, it may be irrational.to  bea rational . 

 .consumer of everything; yet at least some consumers want to be 

able to make wise choices easily." 9  • 

Eeic Schnapper.  points out another weakness  of. the  assumption 

of information approach. He hypothesized that information dis-

'closure requirements have the least effect on thOse buyers 

who have the greatest need for protection of their interests. 

"Information disclosure requirements have been described as 

protection or assistance in making more informed choices,' are 

more likely to lack the charaCteristics - that will  allow them , 

to take adVantage of the information.becauàe: 

• 	1. Low income consumers are often unaware of the benefits 
of comparative shopping 

. They lack the education and knowledge necessary to . 
choose the best buy, even if it were available. 

They often lack the freedom to go , outside their local 
community to engage in comparative shopping.. 

4. Nothing in their experience haS reinforced the benefits 
of seeking better value for their money; consequently 
the low-income buyers lack the T8tivation to Make im-
provements in their situation." 

Mrs. Virginia H. Knaur, Special Assistant. to the President 

. on Consumer Affairs,, goes further by saying, "donsumers in all 

inéome levels are among the victims of unfair and deceptive 

practices, including those of us  who may Consider ourselves 

sophisticated.in  the marketplace."
11 
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After fifteen years things considerably changed. Another 

economist, Hirshleifer, said, "As the 'knowledge industry' 

booms in the world of affairs... the economics of information 

has been blooming with striking and novel ideas in the intel- 

lectual realm. 

The Role of Information in Serving Consumer Interest 

Despite the limitations of information in serving the 

consumer interest the fact remains that information does play 

an important role in improving the decision making ability of 

'consumers. PerhaPs Stigler had this in mind when he wrote 

"Ignorance is like subzero weather: by a sufficient expenditure 

its effects upon people can be kept within tolerable or even 

comfortable bounds, but it would be wholly UneconoMic entirely . 

 to eliminate all its effects.« And, just as an analysis of man's 

shelter and apparel would be somewhat .  incomplete if cold weather 

is ignored, so also our understanding of ecOnomic life will be 

incomplete if we do not systematically take account of the cold 

, winds of ignorance. "

"1.3 

 

The Same author in 1961 complaining about the neglect of 

information wrote, "One should hardly have to tell academicians 

that information is a valuable resource. . Knowledge is power. 

And yet it occupies a slum dwelling in the town of economics. 

Mostly it is ignored.. The best technology is assumed to be 

12 
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known l -the relationship of commodities to consumer preferences 

is a datum."14 

According to Hirshleifer, the micro-economics of information 

in a narrow sense 

is an outgrowth of the economic theory of uncertainty. . 
Uncertainty is simmarized by the dispersion of individ-
uals' subjective probability (or belief) distributions' 
over possible states of the world. Information consists 
of events tending to change theàe.probability diatri-
butions.. A rather different concept of "information" 

• is employed in communications and statistical theory, 
according to which a dispersed probability distribu-
tion is Called less "informative" than a concentrated 

. one. This• latter concept uses the term "information" 
merely as a negative measure of uncertainty. But it 	. 
is changes  in belief distributions - a process, not 
a condition - that constitute here the essence of in-
formation. Note that the economics of information' 
is active where the economics of uncertainty is pas- . 

Mere adaptation to a given state of ignorance 
via optional "terminal" action ie still in the realm 
of the economics of uncertainty, in going beyond this 

• to consider the alternative of gathering more evidence 
prior to terminal  action,  1 e  enter the domain  of the
economics of information.

1, 

One of the Major considerationa.in minimizing uncertainty 

through the collection of information is the cost of search. This 

cost need not be equal for ai].  Consumers, of course: aside from 

differences in tastes, time will be more valuable to a person 

with a larger income. If the cost of search is equated to its 

expected marginal return, the optimum amount of search will be 

• 
found.16 

Similar views are expressed by Cravens and Hills: "If we 

assume that the consumer allocated his income to maximize his 
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satisfaction, can we further assume that this objective is achieved 

in the  same way by all people? Obviously not...The informational 

needs and desires of consumers vary . from person to person. For 

some, the economic and/or psychological costs of additional in-

formation may be exorbitant when related to the 'returns'. For 

example, a person who values  hi  s time highly and finds the shopping 

process annoying Will be unlikely to incur these 'costs' to obtain 

information that would . help him Make a slightly better purchase 

decision. A shopper who enjoys the process (no costs) may desire 

and seek such information."
17 • 

The Sources of Information for 'Consumera.  

The information available to serve thé consumeeinterest 

can be -  classified in a number, of ways. Hirshleifer while talking 

of possessors and seekers of economically valuable information 

in a market context says that the information seekers might cor-

respondingly find it advantageous to nroduce socially "new" in-

formation by direct inquiry of Nature (research) or to purchase 

"secondhand" information in the market. The possessor may find 

it preferable to give away this valuable commodity, to disSeminate 

it without compensation.
18 

Cravens and Hills classify the information in a slightly 

different manner. "The primary information flows to consumers 

include promotional efforts of business (as well as varying 
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responses to the consumerism movement),'activities of government 

officials as reported by the news media, communication and in-

teraction among  consumera and their 'representatives' (both 

interpersonal and the media), and the availability of published 

consumer product ratings. These flows provide the basis for 

consumers* evaluation of products, as well as for their reassess-

ment of the consumerïsm movement and,indicates the crucial need 

.for effective information flows to and from the consumer."19 

In brief, one can say that the consumera  have the following 

three major sources of information on products and terms of sales: 

1. Experience - Personal as well as the experiences of 
c‘others. 

2. Business - This includes all forms of communication 
from business to  consumera,  e.g. advertising, sales 
promotion, personal selling and publicity. 

Organizations other than Business - This includes 
information provided by consumers union, consumers 
research, government departments and'ecnsumer move-
ment  groupa.  

1.- EXperience and .Consumer Interest 

Experience is the basic source of information for consumers. 

Information about products and terms of Sale might cOme from a 

consumer's own experience or from the experiences of friends, 

relations, colleagues, neighbours, etc-through word-of-mouth. 

The -classical argument for experience is that the consumer 

is quite adequately protected because if they  find the product 
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of any particular seller unsatisfactory, that seller cannot 

survive in the marketplace.  The  consumer may gain quite sa-

tisfactory information frOm his own experience in the case of 

those items which he buys frequently, whose quality and perfor-

mance characteristics are apparent either before he buys or 

after he has used the item once, and which exhibit a rate 

of technological change which is  slow  relative to the frequency 

of purchase. 

Several of the items nOrmally found in the supermarket 

might meet all three  conditions for a  particular consumer. • 

But at the other end of the spectrum  are a substantial number 

Of goods and services .  Which fail to meet  one or-more of these 

criteria. Automobiles, electric appliances, and clothing  are 

 clear cases in point. There frequency of purchasslfor many 

persons is low, the quality is not apparent, and the rate of 

technological/deSign change is fast relative to the frequency 

of purchase. Other examples of this kind are life insurance, 

casualty insurance, medical care, appliance and automobile 

repair, and home maintenance services. Finieral services can 

also be mentioned as an especially interesting case. 

In these cases where the three conditions are met, the 

process of learning can berapid and quite complete. When 

the conditions are not met, the learning process may never be 

complete in a very satisfactory sense. The rate of technological 
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change can so alter the body of information to be acquired by 

the prospective buyer that past information (experience) already 

learned will be obsolete.
20 

Holton highlights another important problem  of the buyers. 

"....the consumer typically buys such a . large number of individual 

items over the course of a year, let us say, that he simply does 

not have time to become an expert buyer of everything. He faces 

an allocation problem, namely the allocation of his time. He 

must decide how to divide his time between the buying search 

and the many other.  ways in.which he might spend his time. 

Within the time he allots for buying search, he must decide 	• 

how to allocate time among  the alternative  goods and services.; 

He might be able to2become an expert consumer of a few thing's, 

but for many goods and services he will be quite amateurish, 

and understandably so.u21 

Distortions and personal preferences make experience a 

source of information which cannot be or should not be used 

an an objective measure. 

2. Business as a Source of Infàbation--  

Business firms have always been an important source of 

information for consumers. Business firms in North America 

(U.S. and Canada) spend about 2 percent of the gross national 

product On communicating with the consumers through advertising. 
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This amounts to about 25 billion dollars yearly. Business 

provides information to.consumers in the following forms: 

1. Advertising 	6. Unit pricing 	_ 

2. Persona]: Selling 	7. Truthin lending 

3. Sales Promotion 

• 4. Publicity 

5. Labelling and packaging • 

a) Ingredients including additives 

h) Life/Perishability through open dating 

c) Warnings/Clarifications e.g. cigarette health 
hazards, Flamability. 

The largest share of the expenditure for providing infor-

mation to consumers goes to advertising. Advertising is charged 

with deception,puffery, falsehood, misrepresentation, etc. 

These charges are not new. . In Sinclair's Your Money's Worth  

the consimer is pictured as an Alice in a Wonderland of "con.- 

flicting claims, bright promises, fanCy packages, soaring words, 

and almost impenetrable ignorance." In place of facts about the 

merchandise the consumer was-showered with meaningless phrases 

and victimized by the manipulation of demand through the channels 

of advertising, salesmanship, and sales promotion. Although we 

all are-aware of much useful information which is provided by ad-

vertising, we know that many of the charges are justified. 

Peter F. Drucker, while tracing the origin of distrust of 

business, blames advertising. "When I look at advertising, I 
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know perfectly well why the consumer doesn't trust us. Not 

because we scream so Much, but because we are talking about 

things that are meaningless to the consumer We have not 

realized that the verY abundance, and very multiplicity of 

choices creates very real problems of information and under- 

- standing for the consumer. We have not looked at our business 

• from his, the consumer's,7point of view."22  

Buskirk and Rothe think that in advertising the emphasis 

i8 on imagery rather than information. "The .w..:_iemblem is not . 

fraudulent or deceptivepractices l'Or the most part, rather, the 

problem is improper or nonexistent communication. This seeffis 

to be incongruous since communication efforts - primarily ad-

vertiaing - exist in great abundance. However, communications 

between the firm and the consumer emphasize imagery at the 

expense of information.
'1123' 

Samm Sinclair Baker,himself an adman, calls advertising 

Ipermiàsible lies'. "Why does the tag on natiOnally advertised 

Mary Jane Dresses read: 'NO IRONING': NO FOOLING: For just  one 

reason - because so many advertisers who originally promised 

'no  ironing' were indeed fooling. When 'permanent press' came 

along, women were wary because they had been fooled so often 

in the past. Advertisers like Bloomingdale's department store 

had to reach for a bigger-than-before lure: 'Now TRULY no-iron'. 

"During my years in advertising I fooled myself. I was 
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aware of fakery, of course. But I didn't realize consciously 

the vast amount of 'fraud' perpetrated.in ads, including-many 

of my own efforts. The adman becomes so accustomed to using 

the permissible lie that it becomes his natural approaches in 

creating an ad and selling a product  Give an advertiser-

an inch and he'll drive  through a yard of 'iffy' promises."
24 

Despite the defense of advertising on grounds that it is 

"symbolic communication", "advertising is the art of wrapping 

the truth in imagination" and "that an advertisement is an ad, 

not a factual story",
25 the fact remains that advertising could 

not provide the consumer with the unbiased information needed 

for rational decision making. The same charges can be laid 

against sales promotion and publicity. Senator Warren G. 

Magnuson has discussed in detail the use (or misuse) of personal 

selling, particularly door-to-door selling.
26 "Corrective 

advertising" is being used as a device for safeguarding consumer 

interests.
27 

Packaging and labelling is also criticized for lack of ad-

equate information necessary for decision making. The impact 

of legislation in the area of packages is showing signs of im-

provements.
28 The lack of information confuses the consumer 

'in the selection of supermarket prodlicts.
29 Unit pricing may 

be an answer of providing the necessary information for serving 

consumer interest, but the main problem is lack of promotional 
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efforts on the part of distributors to publicize the concept 

of unit pricing. Numerous surveys have shown lack of awareness 

30 regarding unit pricing on the part of consumers. 

Awareness of the potential for misleading and untrue infor-

mation transmitted by some business firms leàd to'enactment and 

enforcement:of laws against these practices. Consumers in Canada 

especially can have greater faith in information provided by. 

businesses because of diligent enforcement of these laws by 

both federal and more recently provincial governments. 

- Consumer rights to truth in business originated information 

have not been perfectly defined although courts are finding it 

easier tp approach limits which satisfy even outspoken critics. 

Perhaps in this case the courts are where the answer lies, even 

though the conservatism'of the courts may not satisfy some con-

sumers in this matter.. 

3. Comparative Information 

Comparative information provided by organizations such as 

Consumers Union, Consumers Associations and Consumer Councils 

is an important source of information for serving consumer in- 

terests. The argument underlying the supply of such information 

is that consumers do not necessarily  have the time and/or skins 

tO obtain, understand, and useall the information that they may 

get about a produet, therefore, some impartial agencies must be 
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established which can perform these tasks With the requisite 

economies of scale. 

The origins of consumer information activity date back to 

1927 when Stuart Chase,. and F.J. Schlink, a mechanical engineer 

from the American Standardà Association, founded a comparative-

testing organization called Consume& Research. The formation 

of a consumers' association resulted from a book by Chase and 

Schlink called YourSoney's Worth,  published in 1928, in which 

the authors gave information on the testing of goods for the 

armed services and government.departments-by the National Bureau 

of Standards.and detailed the savings in government expenditure 

that resulted from the tests. Many of the goods tested were 

consumer goods and Chase and Schlink argued that conSumers should 

have the benefit of tests similar to those carried out by the 

Bureau of Standards. 

The public response to the book, and to a club Set up by 

the authors, was so .  great that Schlink set up an association 

to provide  information on goods and services for a yearly mem-

bership subscription. In 1929, the association had grown suf-

ficiently  for Schlink to give up his job with the American 

Standards Association. Consumers' Research set up'its own 

laboratory facilities, increased the range and quality of ser- 

vices it offered to members, and prospered. In 1935, the staff 

and.board of Consumers' Research split up - as the result of 
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personal disagreements resulting ostensibly from the issue of 

trade-union recognition. Some members of the board and part of 

the staff formed a separate organization called Consumers Union 

with the same aims and objects of the parent body. Consumers 

Union became the more successful  of the two organizations, but 

Consumers' Research is still in existence...31 

The number of subscribers and readers of the publications 

of these organizations is on the increase, but compared to the 

needs and numbers of cbasumers thèir usefulness is limited to 

a relatively small segment of consumers. Colston E. Warne, 

President, Consumer Union of the United States in 1974 gives 

some useful information about the characteristics of such 

consumers. "According to our latest count, -  themedianincome 

of our subscribers is  $14,336; the Median age is 40; 63 percent 

are in a professional or managerial occupatiorr.and 79 percent 

attended college."
32 

 

Hans B. Thorelli, who did original research on the charact-

eristics of the users of such information found thè following 

as important characteristics: 

1. He forms an education and income elite.  He has 
higher income and education than his neighbours 
in the matched sample, much higher than the pop-
ulaceas . a whole. -  The higher his incoMe and ed-
ucation', the more  likely he is to use Consumer 
Report information. He also tends to have a 
higher social status than his immediate neigh-
bours and is slightly older and more likely to 
be married; 
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2. He is information-sensitive in general and product  
and consumer information sensitive in Darticular. 
He reads more newspapers, subscribes to and reads 
more magazines, and Is generally more sensitive to 
the problem of information availability and More 
critical of advertising than average conslimes. 
He is, however, somewhat less likely to expose 
himself to radio and T.V,; he is particularly 
attracted to media with content directed to con- 
sumer and product activities and information; 	“ 
and has great interest in increased product 	' 
testing and labeling; 

3. He is a curious blend of liberal-conservative. 
In a general way he expresses belief in the in-
tegrity of the individual and the honesty and 
efficiency of business.. Yet in a more specific 
context he is less amenable to such government 
activities as welfare and government "control" 
over business, but more favorable toward govern-
Ment involvement in almost all 'consumer related 
Pactivities - obviously to some extent at the 
expense of business; 

4. He is a "rational" bu er in the traditional sense. 
He plane more and is cautious at accepting new 
Teroducts,(though envisioning himself as rather 
influential over others in this regard). He uses 
more utilitarian,  performance-related choice 
criteria,in shopping, and finds price particularly 
important in buying the more  expensive autos l . des-
pite his clear edge in income. He bas  less interest 
in criteria more,generally involved with esthetics, 
status and convenience. - He sets great stock in 
outside, nrationar information sources  (particularly 
Consumer Reports) and is less likely to rely upon 
his own judgement as formulated either from past 

. experience or personal observation; 

He is committed to Consumer Reports.  :He  reads it 
far.. more  regularly than any other magazine to 
which he'subscribea; he sees himself as using 
it quite frequently and buying the brands it re-
commends (most often in the purChase of durable 
goods, least in convenience). He expresses sa-
tisfaction with its performance on all counts and 
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would like to see more activity in the product 
testing area overall; 

6. He has - high standards as a buyer.  He is more 
critical in all types of buying situations„not 
only with regard to produdts themselves and 
availability of information about them,:but_aleo 
about his  own efforts at shopping; 

He reduces his mistakes in purchase as a result 
of Using Consumer   _Reports ratings.  When he uses 
the ratings, he is better satisfied with the pro-
ducts he purchases. He is alào better satisfied 
with  information available in the purchase sit-
ilation when Consumer Reports is involved, and 
better satisfied with his own shopping efforts; 

8. He is a consumer "activist". He supports  increases 
in a broad range of consumer policy activitieà, 
giving the most confidence to product testing 
and least to consumer education. He is generally 
favorable to government involvement in these areas,' 
particularly in product testing and information 
labelling but expresses no confidence in tests run 
solely by the government. After Consumers Union 
style consumer organizations, he would favor gov-
ernment-consumer combines then goxernment-business' 
combines for testing activities." He calls them 
"The InforMationSeekers". 

The organizations providing comparative information are 

concentrating on those products where consumers need most help. 

"From the beginning, one of the central interests of Consumers 

Unions' membership has been the motorcar, an interest which 

has,been well sustained over time. This interest has been so 

pervasive that few of our monthly issues fail to include some 

auto test. The second leading interest has been in the field 

of household equipment - the Standard package of the refrigerator, 

washing machine, and vacuum cleaner, followed by the deep freeze,. 
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air conditioner, clothes dryer, and dishwasher. A consistently 

high level of interest is also felt in Consumers Union's article, 

. on health and medicine. Another most.popular feature deals 

with articles on economic and social policies as these affect 

the consumer."
34

One can find information on most of the brands 

- which command a significant place in the nationarmarket or 

have a significant strength in a regional market. 

Major problems in serving consumer interest through com-

parative information include: the instability of brands, the 

time lag between planning of a project and its final executiOn 

in the form of an article, the representativeness of samPles 

picked up from the market, the likelihood of lowering the 

quality of a product after it was recommended favourably by 

• the tests, the temptation to manufacturers to increase . the 

price of a product whose test results were favourable, and 

the validity of durability forecast. Despite these limitations, 

it can be said that comparative information is,the type of in-

formation consumers need to safeguard their interests. 

A final but important finding from the information approach 

to consumer interest is that those least in need of help in 

serving their interests as consumers, the well-off middle and 

upper class, are those who take the greatest advantage of com-

parative information. The logical outcome of this fact is that 

if the  interests of all consumers is to be protected, ways of 
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getting-information transmitted to and used by lower income 

consumers is needed. .This need should weigh especially 

heavily in activities by governmental bodies to provide 

consumers with-comparative.information. 

Summary and Conclusions 

The information approach was not very fruitful in defining 

the consumer interest even though the literature search unearthed 

some interestingproblems in protecting that interest. The need 

for information for rational decision.making in a marketplace 

with the wide variety oftechnically sophisticated products 

available to North America is patently obvious. Less obvious 

but probably more'important is the ability of cOnsumers to 

properly evaluate information and to act rationally When making 

decisions. 

Information gleaned from personal:experience, from business 

through advertising and other promotional activities and from 

consumer  supported or governmental Organizations are all used 

in the consumption process. Those consumers most ably equipped 

to use information from -àll sources, the middle and upper in-

come groups, are those who need.it  least. The logical  extension 

of this fact is  the need to find ways of getting  information  to 

lower income consumers so that they can better protect their 

interests in the market place. 
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While the literature reviewed in this chapter did not 

help in more precisely defining and limiting the concept of 

the consumer interest it did highlight the importance of 

information in exercising that interest in the market  

place. 
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PART VI 	LAW AND CONSUMER INTEREST 

The law is an obvious place to search for help in defining 

. the consumer  interest. Law is the most structured and formalized 

of institutions in our culture specifically designed to adjudicate 

between the interests of parties to a dispute. Members of the 

law profession have been in the forefront of many developments 

in the consumerism movement both in using remedies in the con-

sumer law to redress consumer inequities in the market place 

as well as in designing new legislation to cover areas where 

the consumer law ià lacking. 

This chapter investigates the theory of law with  respect 

to interests in general and consumer interest in specific and 

the laws which have been passed to aid consumer redress to 

discover how well defined the consumer interest is in the law. 

Interests in the Theory of Law
1 

In the theory of law, interests have generally been con-

sidered as sources of conflict requiring readjustment through 

social agencies. From this point of view judicial decisions 

and the law behind them constitute a specially sanctioned pro-

cess for the peaceful settlement of conflicts of interest. 

Law is on this ground contrasted with customary and other non-

legal modes of determination of the range of interests, and 
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the development of law is attributed to the inadequacy of these 

modes as interests have grown in variety and in complexity. 

Under such conditions custom develops too slowly to keep pace 

with social changes and leaves too-many areas of discretion 

• which are productive of social disturbance. 

Voluntary agencies of adjustment although they play an 

important part are also quite inadequate, lacking sufficient 

authority and often, when effective, tending to disregard thè 

interests of members of society other than those who are directly 

involved in the dispute. John Dickinson has.said: "No fact is 

more important for an understanding of social processes or of 

the development of agencies of social control than that a 

conscious adjustment of interests between numerous parties 

cannot shape itself initially through the spontaneous action 

of ail the interested parties, but most ordinarily result 

from the special efforts of  some  external agency  , charged 

with the task of surveying the situation as a whole and devising 

a plan."2  Such an agency not only is authorative but also can 

adapt its determinations to the requirements - of each changing 

situation. 

Some writers on the theory of law have given a greater 

reality and concreteness to the old conception of legal rights 

by translating them into legally protècted interests. Rights, 
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in other words, becôme a particular species of social-interests, 

selected for recognition and confirmation by legislation and 

judicial decision. This idea has in turn led to the concept 

of the state as essentially an organization for the determination 

and adjustment of the interests operative within a society. 

Krabbe, for exaMple,.conceives the state as a regulatory 

power over interests, in consideration of the necessity for the 

continuous adjustment of these interests for the sake of prac-

tical harmony: The 'State, in his view, should be regarded not 

as the "possessor  of public  interests" but as a complex of agen-

cies which administer a series of public ,services which gener-

ally bring into a workable system the various conflicting in-

terests of the community. This process Kràbbe speaks of as 

3 "an evaluation of interests", although in interpreting this 

statement one should bear in mind Korkunov's statement that 

"law is the determination, morality the evaluation of interesta. 

Consumer Interests in the Law  of Contract
4 

Central to the righting of wrongs between suppliers and 

consumers is the law of contract. 'The relationship in law 

between a buyer and a seller is a contractual one, and this 

has been historically important for consumers for two reasons. 

First, the courts long regaraed contracts as being freely 
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entered into and thus irrevocable. Second, they tended to 

ignore factors affectinithe circumstances in which contracts 

are entered into. In particular, they rejected the possibility 

of inequalities in bargaining power of the parties to the con-

-tract. These attitudes reflected the prevailing philosophy of 

laissez-faire of the nineteenth century. It was held that, 

provided he were free to promote his own self-interest, no " 

manlyould become more powerful than another. If a Customer 

does not like the terms offered by one supplier, he will not 

contract with him but with another. Law based on these prin-

ciples was ill-adapted to the concentration of industrial power 

in large firms, monopolies ELM trade unions that has taken 

place since these principles were conceived. Today, one party 

to a contract for the supply of goods and services may be a ' 

corporate body whose legal experts have drawn up the contracts' 

in their own favour. The individUal consumer who is the other 

party may be ignorant of the rights he is signing away, or he 

may feel he has no choice but to sign away if he wants the 

goods.zor services in question, since they cOme  front  only one 

supplier. 

The courts, in U.K. for example, have had to cope with the 

manifestation in contracts of unequal bargaining power, notably 

the exclusion clause. Exclusion clauses attempt to undermine 
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the whole principle of a contract by taking away some, or all, 

of the liabilities in law  oued  by one party to the other. Such 

clauses have been a persistent feature of standard contracts, 

such as booking forms for travel and dockets for cleaners. By 

semantic acrobatics, the courts in recent years have nullified 

the effect of exclusion clauses or rendered them superfluous 

by developing the concept of a fundamental breach of contract. 

Instead of determining the object of particular clauses ,. they 

have looked at the purpose of the contract as a whole and have 

attempted to judge whether it has been carried out in the spirit 

as well as the letter. For example, judges have held that the 

purpose of a contract  for  the sale of a new car has not.been 

fulfilled when the car supplied had tires with retreads, a 

resprayed body, an engine which had done 50,000 miles and un-

reliable brakes. Yet this more . equitable approach produtes 

"many border-line cases becaUse the determination of a funda-

mental breach of contract depends on a combination of factors 

and the weight attached to each of these by a particular court. 

Consumer Interests in the Sale of Goods Act 

In Canada, each province  bas  its own sale of goods act. 

The acts differ in some details  but  basically they are.siMilar. 

A sale of goods act makes explicit the various conditions 
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attached to contracts between buyers and sellers of goods, 

whether written down or purely verbal. According to these 

acts, twdfundamental conditions of a contract of sale are 

implied: fitness of the goods for their purpose when.this 

is clear at the time of sale, and merchantable quality of 

goods sold by description. 

The cOnmumer interestà implied in the sale of goods acts 

were very basic and fulfilled the needs of the late nineteenth 

century. The development of mass production, advertising, 

and branding of almost all consumer goods has meant that, for 

most goods on sale, the buyer relies on the  brand name and 

reputation of the manufacturer rather than  the,  skill of the 

seller. 

Fitness for purpose and merchantable quality are the founda-

tions of consumer interests against the seller of goods. Consumer 

interests are safeguarded under these acts only if the buyer, 

expressly or by implication, makes known to the seller the par-

ticular purpose for which the goods are required, so as to show 

that the buyer relies on the seller's skill or judgement. The 

goods are supposed to be of merchantable quality, but if  the 

 buyer has examined the goods there is no implied condition as 

regards defects which such examination ought to have reVealed. 
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Because.  of these limitations in détermination of consumer' 

interests in traditional laws, new legislation was necessary 

to specify consumer interests by taking into consideration 

the complexities of the modern life. 

Consumer Interests in the New Legislation 

1. Assumptions in Consumer Interest Luislation 

The following assumptions can be clearly seen in the new 

legislation enacted after 1965: 

(a)A change of philosophy from "caveat emptor" or 
"let the buyer beware" to "caveat venditor" or 
"let the seller beware". 

(b) Competition, without strict regulation, cannot 
protect consumer interests. 

(0) Consumers are a weaker party compared to giant 
corporations. Hence they must have the support 
of law. 

(d) Consumers know (or ought to know) the laws and 
they can (or Should)_.use them. 

The consumers may nOt know the harmful effects 
of using -certain produCts, therefore, they should 
be protected. 

(f) The consumers are interested and can understand 
the information provided by the manufacturers as 
a legal requirement. 

Some of these assumptions are debatable and are based on 

further assumptions about the behaviour of consumers in the 

(e)  

marketplace. 
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William H. Cunningham and Isabella C.M. Cunningham5 tried 

to test the assumption about consumers knowledge of laws con-

cerning their interests. The ten areas of law included in 

research were: false or deceptive advertising, false or decep-

tive retail advertising credit regulations, credit reporting, 

door-to-door selling, automobile sales, credit cards, labelling, 

truth in lending, and deceptive retail practices. 

The consumer respondents were divided into six income seg-

ments to determine if their knowledge of consumer protection 

law differed according to income leVel. This was done because 

Caplovitz and Sturdivant have both indicated that lower-income 

segments of the society are vulnerable to abuses by the dis-. 

tribution system partially because they have virtually no 

understanding of their rights. The second half of the study 

Consisted of asking a sample of lawyers the same questions 

that were administered to the consumers. 

There were no significant differences in the amount of 

knowledge shown by the different consumer groUps. The only 

exception  was truth-in-lending legislation where the respon-

dents in the lower income groups appeared to be somewhat less 

familiar with the law than did those individuals in the higher-

income families. The differences between the lawyer and the 

Consumer samples in their knowledge of each area of the consumer 
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protection law were statistically significant, although the 

magnitude of the differences in responses was not as large as 

might have been anticipated. 

Similar tests can be used to throw more light on the assump-

tions made to protect the consumers interests through legislation. 

2. Consumer Interests  

The laws passed since 1965 to protect consumers in the 

United States imply the following four consumer interests: 

Interests  

1. Safety 

2. Health 

Examples of Laws  

Child Protection and Toy Safety Act 
Flammable Fabrics Act 
Radiation Control Act 
Natural Gas Pipeline Safety Act 
Fire Research and Safety Act 
National Traffic and Motor Vehicles 
Safety Act 

Wholesome Poultry Act 
Wholesome Meat Act 
The Meat Inspection Act 

3. Information Fair Packaging and Labeling Act 
Truth in Packaging Act 
Truth-in-Lending Act 

• 
4. Etonomic 	Interstate Land Sales Act 

Interests 	Consumer  Credit Protection Act 

In Canada the Combines Investigation Act and the provincial 

consumer protection acts and trade practices acts define con-

sumer interests more or less in the same way as it is done in 
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the above acts. 

The Bill S.200 presented in the ninety-fourth Congress 

to establish an indepiendent consumer agency to represent their 

- interests lists consumer interests as: 

1. Safety l .quality, purity, potency, healthfulness, 
.. durability, performance, repairability, effective7 

ness, dependability, availability, and Cost .of 
any real or personal property or tangible or in- • 

- tangible goods,  services, or  credit; 

2. Preservation of consumer choice and a competitive 
market; 

3. Prevention of unfair or deceptive trade practices; 

4. Maintenance of truthfulness and fairness in the 
. advertising, promotion, and sale by a producer, 

distributor, lender, retailer, or other supplier 
of such property, goods, services, and credit; 

5. Furnishing of full, accurate and clear instructions, 
- warnings, and other information by any such supplier 
cconcerning such property, goods, services, and ' 
credit; and 

6. Protection6of the legal rights and 
remedies of 

consumers. 

A recent court ruling in B.C. has made a preçedent for 

Safeguarding the interests of consumers. In June 1976, British 

Columbia Supreme Court judgeMent supported Consumers in:the 

following decision: "B.C.Is Trade Practices Act gives rights 

to consumers that overrule even Signed contracts stipulating 

there are no guarantees of warranties, à Supreme Court judge 

has order in a precedent making decision. 
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Judge I.G.' 	Ruttah awarded $1,000 plus costs to a Chilliwack 

couple whose car broke down only five-  days after it was'sold to . 

. them on as "as is - where is" basis. The Findlays bought the 

1968 model car Dec. 6,- 1974, àaying they needed reliable  trans-

port for daily,  trips on the freeway. Five days later the engine 

blew up and had to be replaced. They had signed a sales contract - 

that said, "this'tehicle is sold on an as is -ywhere is basis, 

with no guarantees' or warranties of any kind." 

Judge Ruttan heard au appeal by Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Findlay 

and Michael Hanson, Director of Trade Practices, agàinst Baywood 

Motors, 2264 Kingsway. Under the act Hanson can take part in 

proceedings on behale'of a consumer. The Findlay's original 

small claims action had been disMiSsed. 

In a written decision Judge Ruttan said Findlay could not 

possibly have contributed to the engine's disintegration. The 

sale, during which Findlay was assured the car was in good 

running order, appeared "a clear case of breach of the seller's 

fundamental obligation to deliver an article reasonably fit 

for the buyer's disclosed purposes." 

He said the Findlays had intended to have the car checked 

by their own mechanic but were dissuaded because they were told 

the firm's mechanic had given the car 'a compression test and 

passed the motor as Al. 
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"Were there no representations at all there would be no 

evidence of deception", the judge ruled. 	. 

Consumer Services Deputy Minister Bill Neilson whose 

department administers the act, said the decision will help 

consumers. "It illustrateè the Trade Practices Act gives 

rights to  consumera  independent of any contract that may - appear 

to bind them.... The ruling says the as is - where is , clause 

does.  not stop a consumer from getting relief under the act." 

Neilson said the act allows a consumer to tell the court 

what the seller said "even if the contract says he can't.... 

The legislation is going to be enforced, there's no doubt 

about it."7  

Each-year in Canada a number of cases are investigated 

and cases are prepared, if substantial evidence is available, 

by the Trade Practices Branch of the Director of Investigation 

:8  and Research, Department of Consumer and Corporate Affairs. 

•  Consumer i:Jegislation and  Public Interest  

The concept of public interest-was discussed in the early 

part Of this paper. It was realized that the legal professional 

prefers the use of 'public interest' as compared to 'consumer 

'interest'. It is in law that the authorities face practical' 

problems in determining the criteria for calling an issue of 
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public interest. 

eolin Barret, the editor of the monthly,Transportation  

and Distribution Management  while disagreeing with the Nader 

groups stand that public interest refers - exclusively to  the 

 general public, not to the individual consumer, highlights 

the traditional concept v of public interest. "The traditional' 

view of the public interest is that it represents an amalgam 

of all the diverse private interests involved in any given 

situation. This includes, of course, the interests of the in-

dividnal consumer insofar as they. may appear - but it also 

includes the ipterests of corporate shippers (large and small)"9 

This view, as discussed earlier, is not necessarily the most 

acceptable interpretation of the public interest. 

Government  institutions concerned with the protection of 

consumer interests often face the practical problems of deter-

mining  the  criteria to use in calling an issue of public 

interest. The U.S. Federal Trade Commission is such an insti-

tution. It has used the following.as criteria
l° 
 for terming 

an issue of public interest: 

1. Actual  or Potential Impact on Public 

The FTC's fight against consumer dedeption is directed 

at gyp schemes that have an actual or potential impact on the 
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public, as distinguished from actions to settle priVate con-

troversieS. SenatOr Stevens, one of the FTC bill's floor 

managers, even more clearly delineated this criterion. "With 

this jurisdictional qualifidation carefully stated in the bill, 

the Commission has no authority to act unless the methods of • 

unfair competition shall injuriously affect the public interest. 

That must be the basis of its action andAurisdiction. In -that 

way the Commission'will be freed from private quarrels and oen-

troversies. 11 	, 

Despite the "actual or potential impact criterion" any . 

terM so subject to interpretation as "public : interest" could 

hardly be expected to operate as an exact limitation, and 

consequently this jurisdictional requirement has experienced 

myriad  applications and.abberations.. This criterion does 

not  clearly identify the elements' of  the public  interest. . 

A lot was left to administrative discretion. However, in 

establishing a public interest requirement the drafters 	. 

sought to prevent the FTC from becoming involved in private-

businesS disputes between competitors. In fact, sôme effect. 

on the consuming  public in  addition to.any injury to à com-

Petitor Was the essence of  the public interest requirement. 

2.. Injury  to  a Substantial. Number of Consumers 

Justice Brandies, who himself had been instrumental in 
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the formation of FTC, sought to establish some kind of a  quan-

titative norm. He justified the finding . of public interest-

in FTC v. Winsted Hosiery Company on the ground that a sub- 

stantial part of the purchasing public was injuriously affected. 

3. Serious Wide Spread Aggregate Loss 

This criterion was also laid by Justice Brandies. The 

loss to each individual may be insufficient to justify calling 

an issue of public interest. But if the cumulative loss to 

all individuals is substantial, the issue may be called of 

public interest. 

4. Flasrant Oppression of the Weak by.the Strong  

This criterion originally was laid down in reference 

to small vs. big business, but later on it was used for con-

sumers also. 

5. Deception and Misrepresentation  

The presence of deception and misrepresentation in a case 

was deemed to satisfy almost automatically the public interest 

requirement. Since the presence of deception was viewed as 

sufficient to invoke the Commission's jurisdiction it was con-

sequently held that a product to qualify for action need  not a  

be harmful to the public, or inferior in any way, so long as 
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some misrepresentation was connected with sale. No economic 

injury to the public was necessary. 

6.  Violation of Public Policy  

Cases referring to a violation of public policy have 

principally involved "gaming" as a sales technique in the 

candy industry« Through a variety of methods a candy buyer 

was offered the opportunity of either winning additional candy 

or bis  money back when he made a purchade. In National Candy 

Co. v FTC it was concluded that the use of gaming was a method 

of competition contrary to the "established Public poliCy of . 

the United States." It followed to the court  that it was in 

the public interest to prevent such practices. In FTC v. 

Martoccio Co. - while the candy in question was found to be of 

good quality and similar in portion to candy sold without  the 

 gaming'devide the court found "the public view and  public  

policy against gambling - and games.of chance..." Sufficient to 

support the action of the Commission. Here again.the courts 

have relied upon the nature of the question practice and sup-

posed evil rather than a scope of effect analysis to satisfy 

the public interest test. While: this.inquiry is certainly 

relevant to whether unfairness or deception - is involved  in the  

practice it adds nothing to analyze FTC jurisdiction in terms 
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of public policy. Obviously, if particular practice is decep-

tive or unfair within the meaning of the act, it  will violate 

the upolicy" behind  the act. If antagonism to that kind of • 

public policy is sufficient to support jurisdiction, the sole 

inquiry becomes whether or not a practice is deceptive or Unfair, 

and the_jurisdictional issue turns absolutely on the determination 

on the merits.12  • 	. , 

7. Exploitation of Weaker Groups of Consumers  

This criterion of public policy applies to the children, 

the poor, and the disadvantaged such as newly arrived immigrants. 

Such groups are so weak that they cannot protect themselves. 

The criterion of "flagrant oppression of the weak by the strong" 

also apt:lies here. 

8. Competition  • 

 This is an important criterion used to(declare  an issue of 

public interest because monopoly ultimately harms consumers. This 

requirement was also needed because the preservation of free enter-

prise is considered a prime public  interest. 

The elements Of the public interest developed above suffer 

bothfrom considerable confusion with the merits ofHprosecutions . 

and overemphasis of the doctrinaire distinction between public 

and private rights. They fail to emphasiie sufficiently the . 
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primary reason behind the imposition of a public interest re-

quirement - the avoidance of wasted Commission assets and ener-

gies on trivial matters. The analysis which best serves this 

function considers the impact on the public in a variety of 
. 	, 

quantitative terms which . more or less can be aCcurately deter- 

mined. 'It would, therefore, be useful to identify these 

quantitative factors from the line of cases taking that approach 

and to determine the scope of impact necessary to support a. 

public,interest finding. 

• 	One  important factor  is -tàk size - of the consumer gràùp 

involved.-  Courts have lOoked to both the actual number Of 

buyers'from a particular respondent and to the scope of the - 

-market for the item in question. Where the item is one.for 

general Consumption such as flour, the requirement is rather 

easily satisfied, yet.the need - for assessing the Scope of the 

,particular objectionable practice still remains as attention ' 

only to the size of the market would automatically satisfy 

the public interest requirement in every case. Where the 	• 

market is a rather limited one a'substantial number of actual' 

purchasers would probably .be sufficient to support jurisdiction. 

The number of'customers aCtually solicited by a respondent, 

regardless of whether they:purchaSed, has also been considered 

a significant factor'. An objectionable solicitation addresSed 
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to only- five  prospects  has been held insufficient to support 

commission action while sales campaigns  of more  general 	. 

• culation have justified FTC orders. 

The nature of the '"public" affected by a praCtice would 

also seem relevant. Deceptionsa.ddresSed to or affecting 

only limited classes of pereons, however, have - been found suf 	• 

ficieùt tO satisfy  the' public  interest prerequisite.  The  

court, expressly noted in Perloff V. FTC that "the jurisdiction 

of the Commission in cases of unfair trading recognized regard . 

 less of whether - it is the public inieneral l  or a'partiCular 

class..,  whose interest demands suppression Of the practices. 

complained of. It wàuld seem that effects upon a.limited - and 

perhaps sophisticated segment of the public should be substan- 

tial before the public interest is fonnd to be involved. Clearly 

thé relationship of the group affected to the general public 

shouldalso be included in the formula. 

Another quantitative element often investigated is the . 

"size Of the business". Both the size of the particular tes-

pondent's business and the overall Size of the industWare 

considered. More specifically geographic distribution, annUal 

income, the number of competitors and the quality of merchandise 

are analyzed in the size-inquiry. Even Small-operations within 

limited industries, however, have been ,found to present issues 
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of public interest. In Branch v. FTC,' although the court 

recognized that only a few businesses operated in the Latin 	, 

American correspondence school market, the potential for 

growth in the industry contributed , to the public interest 

- 13 
finding. 

In Canada, Bill C-23 which amended the Combines Investigation 

Act and 'other acts includes under  "Protection of Public Interest 

in Competition" services in. addition  to products, prohibition 

of bidrigging, extràterritoriality relating to U.S. firms in 

Canada, and abuse ofintellectual property concerning patents 

14 
etc.. 

Business Res.onse to Consumer Le:islation 

. The response of business to consumer.legislation, generally 

speaking, has been negative. The ,basic reply from business 

might be capsulized as "The present law is sufficient, and 

any new legislation would mean undue government interférence 

with the free enterprise system. Some consumer bills are 

denounced as too costly. 

, Despite the negative reaction, many business managers . 

have abdicated their decision-making respOnsibility by falling 

back and relying entirely on legal advice. That is, in the 

highly sensitive ares  of consumer interest, when the sales 
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and marketing  decisions get tough, the decision makers may . 

defer to the legal department  for, the  last word. In questions 

of package design, labelingi advertising claims, and so forth, 

when a certain marketing decision is in possible conflict'with 

a regulation,  the final arbiter will frequentlY be the legal 

. department. 15 

• • Summary and Conclusions  

The function of a given law is usually to Prevent conflict, . 

to resolve conflict or to restrain conflict within agreed-upon 

limit's.. The interests of consumers have been defined relatively . 

precisely in some areas Of the law. However, such areas Of.old 

and well established law such as the law of cOntract have 

I - changed significantly in recent years. The.ptinciple of the 

spirit rather than the letter of the contract has widened the 

concept  of consumer interest in the law. 

. Legislation in the area of trade practices aayell às the 

Structural issues of competition and monopolyjaas and continues 

to expand as the courts' concepts of the consumer  interest 

expand. Rather than providing limits on the bounds of a definition 

of the* consumer interest the law is expanding its  concept of what 

these interests area. It is gratifying to see that the law. . 

really is responsive to changing societal values even though 
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many will argue not 'as  responsive as it-should be. 

The  tendency of the law to use the term "public 

interest" in their definitions and judgements further 

complicates the definitional problem for consumer interest. 

The lists of the components of the "public interest" pre-

sented in the chapter are curiously similar to definitions 

of consumer  interest found in the literature presented in 

previous chapters. It will be  the  taSk-of the last chapter 

in this study to bring these concepts together and look at 

such  similarity and differences. 

, Before that, however, the next chapter looks-to the 

social science literature for help in defining the-consumer 

interest. 	• 
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PART VII 	THE SOCIAL APPROACH 
TO CONSUMER INTEREST 

The final body of literature reviewed to help in defining 

the consumer interest is that of the social sciences of sociology 

and political science. The idea of interests and interest  groupa 

 is treated by these sciences and it is not unreasonable to ex-

pect that research in these fields can shed light on some dimen-

sions of the consumer interest. 

:Interests in Sociology  and Social PsyChology1 

In the field of sociology and Social psychology the term 

interests has hàd considerable vogue. From the beginnings  of  

modern systematic sociology writers have sought to distinguish 

and classify the various aims or.strivings of human beingawhich 

give rise to the varieties of social phenomena and especially 

of group behavior. Herbert Spender dealte.with whathe called 

the "internal factors of socialphenomena", and Lester Ward 

sought to classify "social forces". .Ratzenhofer employed in-

stead the term "interests", being chiefly càncerned,to  show 

how variant or antagonistic interests -of individuals:and groups 

explain or illustrate'his theory of social conflict. This usage 

was adopted by Albion Small although for a different purpose and 

was popularized by him among American sOciologistS. 
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Small offered his own classification of interests; and 

various other writers, such as Ross, Ellwood and Hayes, engaged 

in the same task. Their definitions of the term were essen-

tially psychological. Thus Small said that "an interest is an 

unsatisfied capacity corresponding to an unrealized condition, 

and it is predisposition 

to realize the indicated 

itself to the following: 

to . Such rearrangement .;asWould tend 

conditionV. His 

sociability, know- 

own list reduced 

health, wealth, 

ledge, beauty and rightness -. The crudity of this list is 

obvious; and, while it was improved upon by the other'writerà 

referred to,  the difficulty of finding a basis for classifi-

cation remained. Nor was the attempt to explain social 

phenomena as expressions or embodiMents of specific interests 

particularly successful. Moreover a,fundamental - difficulty 

lay in the 

subjective 

phenomena, 

confused application of the term at once to the 

phenomena of motivations or desires and to 'objective 

such as economic wealth. For this reason, MacIver 

has  proposed that a clear distinction should be drawn between 

attitudes or states of consciousness, on the one hand, and 

interests, or the-Objects toward which these states are directed, 

on the other. The confusions and difficUlties of the.interest 

concept have led,various sociological writers to reject the 

term altogether and to substitute such terMs as values and wishes. 
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If the term intereàts is used with this objective signifi-

cance an the correlative:of attitudes, the concept  becomes 

particularly useful in the explanation  of the growth and change 

of social organization .. Ander  more simple conditions of society . 

the social expression of interests was mainly.through caste or 

class groùps, age groups, kin groups, neighborhood grOups and 

other unorganized or loosely organized solidarities. The co-

herence of these groups was fostered by appropriate traditions - 

established interpretations, as it-were, of the interests or ' 

• values which the groups embodied. 
. 	. 

In an industrialized society with its division, of labor • 

- and its Opportunity for widened contacts every interest of 

.any proportions establishes.an organization for its promotion. 

Many quite limited and selective interests' are enabled to draw . 

• : their scattered adherentsinto personal or impersonal relations 

over greater areas, while the more universal extend correspondingly 

the range and the size of.,their organization. Thus the most 

marked Structural distinction between:a primitive and a civilized 

society is the paucity of specific associations in the one  and  

their multiplicity in the other.' 

This definite organization of interests reacts upon the 

character of the interests as well as on the modes in which 

they are pursued. A broad distinction May be drawn here between 
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- like and common interests. PersOns  have  like interests in 

so far, for example, as each seeks a livelihood for himself. 

They have comMon interests in the degree in which they par-

ticipate in a cause as the welfare Of a city or country, 

which indivisibly embraces them all.' The, tWo types of interest 

are inextricably combined in their attachment to  associations. 

»Thus the like interests which lead to economic association - 

are reenforced by the sense of membership in a corporate unity 

on the success of which the attainment of theSe like or distri-

butive interestè depends. Moreover the association -gives a 

greater stability to the interests WhiCh it promotes. An 

organized interest, especially if it assumes the form of incor-

poration, achieves a certain continuity in spite of the  flue-

tuating devotion and the changing composition of the membership. 

With the increase of organization:the conflict of interests 

takes new forms, and the problem of establishing some harmony 

between them thrusts new-tasks upon the state. There are some 

interests which remain loCalized and others which have special 

loCal  aspects.  But on the whole  the' attribution of interests 

to localities, the principle on which the sYstem of representa-

tivesovernment has been built, has diminishing significance.- 

These findings are pot at variance with the concept in the 

- United States (and in Canada though not èo specifically stated) 



that the proposed governmentally funded consumer lobby group 

was a special interest-lobby for consumers. When consumer 

groups are examined such is not far from the facts. . 

Interest Group Theories 2 

Interaction between the polity and organized interests 

has taken place in all periods of histOry. Estates t suilds, 

-trading companies, and the like are the more immediate antece-

dents of the modern interest group, which may be defined as 

a voluntary association of individuals who band together for 

the defense of an "interest". The definition of an interest 

as a "conscious desire to have pUblic,policy, or the authorita-

tive allocation of values, move in a particular general or 

specific direction" (LaPalombara 1964, p. 16) may be controver-

sial, but it usefillly limits the concept by excluding the 

numerous groups whose members share certain attitudes but are 

not concerned with public policy. -  Once it is determined that 

only those organizations which have a àtake in the political 

process belong to the interest group universe, the term may be. 

used interchangeably with "pressure, groups", "organized interests", 

"lobbies", "political - groups" or "power groups". 

Groups represent the interest of the sections into which 

a society divides; with advanced specialization groups will 
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_ be more numerous and specialized. Invariably management, 

labor, and agriculture will appear as federated organizations 

i4 areas where their interests are' at stake. They are not 

only re6ognized bY international organizations but occasionally 

form groupings across national borders, for example, the 

International Confederation of 'Free Trade Unions or the Council 

of European Federation's of Industry. Within almost ,every coun- 

.-try . there is also a web of more specialiied trade associations, 

- trade unions, andfarmers' organizations extending' in a vertical 

as well as a horizontal direction. In Western societies the 

organizations of the professions, such as medicine or law, are 

among the oldest interest groups. 
“ 

In addition to sectional intereats, the promotion of 

causés also gives rise to the formation 'oe.poIitical interest 

,groups. The Anti-Corn Law League, the'Anti-Saloon League, 

societies devoted to the purification of air or of manners, 

movements for penal reform or for civil liberties, peacemongers 

or warmongers - in'every society there is an inexhaustible 

supply of causes which find their spokesmen, who form organiza-

'..tions and mount campaigns. 

To  manage the flow of influence between- government and the 

governed is the main function of interest groups in:a wide 

varietiof contemporary political.systems, ',_The mere-fact that 
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groups participate  in the  political competition of a given 

system and seek to obtain and maintain power does not distinguish 

them from otheesocial structures suCh as parties .. In the past . 

the dividing line between parties and interest groups was often 

drawn by pointing to a difference in functions. Groups were 

expected to convey to the political apparatus the total claims 

of a supposedly homogeneous clientele, while parties Were to 

select, aggregate, and thereby transform the raw demands of an 

electorate.. This is no longer true. Most modern interest 

groups, and especially the elaborate structures'Which Many. 	- 

of them form for effective action, are so complex that they 

are compelled to sift,claims and establish preferences. 	. 

Indeed, the legitimization of their activities may depend on it. 

This does not mean that all differences between parties 

and groups have disappeared. Except in extraordinary circum-

,stances interest groups do not Seek responsibility for direct 

management of government. When their officers or members win 

elective office (which is considered improPer only in some 

countries), the formal responsibility of the groups to which 

they belong is, not - involved. On the other hand, if the role 

of groups in recruiting decision makers for the system is less 

conspicious than that of parties, their influence in the 	• 

selection process i6 often considerable and can be decisive. 
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What is mest distinctive about a great many interest groups 

is the place which they hold in society. The interests which 

they represent link their membership with community values. 

- Hence, groups are likely to reflect more - accurately than ,do 

other bodies the concern  of the society in which they Operate. 

In  fully developed as well as in developing countries, certain 

critical conflictà will, for a variety of reasons, never enter 

the party - political realm. Yet any conflict that has been 

• taken into the public domain will invariably:affect group 

activities. Where the formal System ofrepresentation proves 

inadéquate interest groups represent community values more 

- realistically than do parties.' 

In the nexus between econokit, social and political power 

(Neumann 1957) interest groups translate economic power into 

'social power and share with parties the function of trans-

forming social power into political decisions. Groups which 

defend non-economic interests play a similar role in the broad 

context of social and cultural change. 

Historically it has been the task of organized' interests 

in many systeMs to function as agents of innovation. In the 

modern state, however, where public authorities - possibly 

in conjunction With political parties - have become an impor-

tant Source,oUinnoVation, interest groups are more likely to 



defend-the status quo and an established position l .as the Pro-

ducers.lave been.doing in response toconsumerism. The struggle 

over values in which groups engage and the. claims they lay to 

scarce resources sometimes prevent, sometimes promote, change. 

They may deétroy an existing  consensus as well as prepare for 

a new one. Their part in providing a-balance between stability - 

and change within a governmental system remains important. 

Representation of Consumer Interests 

Mark V. Nadel has a different view on consumers as an 

interest group. His views on the diffusion and intensity of 

consumer interest were discussed in the early part of the 

report. '"All people are consumers", he says, "but their 

self awareness as conèumers is generally, lower than their 

awareness of their other roles."3 

The low intensity of the interest gives added importance 

to symbolic and-psychological factors. As a subject becomes 

more important to a person he is less likely to be swayed by 

extraneous and ephemeral considerations. The relatively , 

unimportant choice between makes of cars can . be  influenced by 

various kinds of emotional appeals. The_much more important 

choice'of a house is more generally grounded in rational factors. 

Similarly, in consumer protection a citizen is likely to be 
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misled by "the symbolic uses of politics". - As the interest 

is less intense, the citizen is more likelyyto assume contentedly 

that the government must be doing something about it. But this 

cuts the other way also.. In the meat  inspection  controversy, 

the stripping away of the symbolic assurance that all meat was 

, inspected led to a:greatly increased intensity in consumer 

concern about the issue. The issue's generally low intensity 

magnifies the importance of the press as  an: aid to those 

representing the consumer interest. › Ltew . intensity is another 

way of saying low visibility and this gives the press a major 

role in increasing visibility and hence intensity; 

After discussing the problem inherent in defining consumer 

intereàts, Nadel nays,' "...ultimately=it is the government, 

that defineS theconsumer,interest. The interests of'speciill 

groups such as the American Trucking  Association are always 

articulated ipy themselves and pressed upon the government by 

thé firm in which they are articulated. The resulting govern-

mental policy may be at variance with thesroup's definition 

of its own interents, but few doubt that the self-interest of 

the group's members has been originally defined by the,group 

itself. On the other hand l - a variety of governmental and non-

governmental consumer activists may attempt-to define the . 

'consumer  interest, but the difficulty of definition of a 
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diffuse interest of this type giveà other governmental actors 

equal.blaim .on positing a definition while the ailthority and 

visibility of the government gives legitimacy to its oWn deft- . 

 nition. Thus, in his first consumer message, President Kennedy 

stated the "Rights of Consumers".  In  doing so he•did not . 

reflect previously demanded rights.  As the chief representa-

tive of the federal government he defined those rights him- 

selfà4 
. 

. The representation of non-intense diffuse intereats is 

a theme in recent .  Political -theory. A useful theory in this 

context is that Of Charles Lindblom. 5 ifis statement of the 

Pluralist theory_defincs consumer interests as widely-shared 

values, or in some cases, collective values. These  values are 

synonomous with most conceptions of the public interest. 

Then the question becomes, "Is the publie interest given -; 

weight in the policy process?" -  Lindblom answers in the affir-

mative in the following way: He conceives of the total ' 

decision-making process as one of "partisan mutual adjustment" 

in which each participant pursues onlY his own iffimediata goals 

without considering all the consequences of his demands  and 

 without unilaterally changing demands in response to some notion 

of the "public interest". 'He argues, nonetheless, that the 

public interest- (widely shared  values)  is not neglected in'such 
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a system. First, there are powerful ,  incentives toward agreement 

in partisan mutual adjustment. These incentives lead to the 

mutual acceptance of shared values. Second, those participants 

who have as their responsibility the pursuit of widely shared 

values have speCial authority and powers. Finally, some ' 

important participants seek shared,values as,their principal 

goal. • 	• 

There are several problems with this' interpretation of 

the representation of widely shared values. 7First is the 

problem of definition demonstrated earlier. A value may be 

defined so broadlythat àgreementon it is meaningless since 

controversy centers around narroWer grounds. In the present 

case, all participants agree that the -consumer should be pro-, 

tected. The producers Contend that protection rests in the 
• 

,marketplace with a minimum of tampering from the government. 

The consumer activists seek to make formal public policy the 

prime.protector of consumer interests.  The  widely shared . 

value that the consumer should be Protected is thus almost 

meaningless. Industry would not act differently even if it, 

• did not'espouse this widely shared value. 

Nadel quotes Mancur Olson's theory of.groups in support 

of the problems faced in representing consumer interests.' 

Olson,:an economist, presents a theory of groups which is  at  

VZZI7Mr., 
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odds with pluralist thinking.
6 

He maintains that there is 

a qualitative as well as a quantitative difference between 

large and small groups.. In a large group seekihg benefits 

for a large number of members, it,is in every member's 

interest for everyene to contribute resources to the organiza-

tion to obtain collective benefits. .However, there area so many 

members that any voluntary contribution by the member will 

likely be greater than the benefit he might gain. Furthermore, 

there are so many other members it is-unlikely that his  contri-

bution  will make any difference. Thus there is no rational 

incentive for the individual to contribute voluntarily.-He 

cannot affect the outcome any more than an individual firm 

in a perfectly competitive market can affect the total profit 

of any industry by reStricting its own output. In each case, 

the individual actor loses more than he gains. However, the 

situation differs in small groups. . Just as in the case Of 

oligopoly, such - à group is small enough for an individual 

effort to affect the total outcome. An individual's contri-

bution might well be less than the collective benefits which 

result from his effort. In such a case it is rational for him 

to make the effort even if no one else contributes. 

In a similar perspective, Anthony Downs demonstrates the 

7 irrationality (and hence improbability) of consumer influence. 



Influence requires costà, particularly  information cOsts. 

People will only incur thOse costs when the return is likely 

to offset the cost. Since  people consume in many areas, but 

produce in only one, they will conCentrate their influence in 

the area of their production (as businessmen, laborers, profes-

sin's, etc) rather than in their many areas as consumers., .There-

-fore, producers will have more influence than consumers. 

The ingenious analysis of Olson  and  Downs has been dis-

proved'by fact in that consumer protection legislation has. ,f, 

been passed, albeit in limited form.- Nevertheless, their 

theory would seem to allow no possibility of even limited 

succeSs. In short, While Lindblom may be accused  of béing 

too optimistic about' the success of widely shared i values, the 

'economists appear to be unduly' pessimistic.' 

The contrast:between the theories and their apparent:in-

'consistency with empirical observation may be resolved if we 

look at the policy-making proceàs in consumer protection' in 

 terms of 'IprofessiOnal consumers' ''..8  

"qualitionifeLas  a Consumer Interest . 

The growing social criticism of materialism', i.e. the 

- desire:to possess more and better material goods, highlights 

another interest of the consumer. The moSt commonly expressed 
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charge is,that modern technology of the economic system has 

deliVered an over-abundance,of goods, but in so doing have not 

necessarily improved the quality of peoples' lives: Such 

critics feel that we have placed an undue emphasis on economic 

growth, on acquiring material goOds for their own sake, but 

we have made:relatively little prOgress toward elevating the 

- quality of human life, individlial security,and happiness. 9 

Mary Gardiner Jones, US Federal Trade CommissiOner, 

expresses her càncern about human values. "What is new 

today about consumerism is the fact  that  consumers' concerns 

today are much more directly focussed on the human values 

and environmental considerations involved in today's economic . 

decisions than they are on the more strictly 'economic' problems - 

- of obtaining the highest quality goods.at  the lowest possible 

price.'"10  Vance Packard dedicated his book The  Waste  Makers 

to his mother and father, "who had never confused the possession 

Aof  goOds with good life". 

David P. - Eastburn sees all this as a conflict 'between 

"economic man" and "social man". Rom J.:Markin, while quoting 

Eastburn, says."Much of the businesàman's dilemma can be traced 

• o the conflict between economic and social man - a cônfronta-

tion which stems from the marketer's concern with making.a living 

on the one hand, and living with his fellows on the other. Or, - 
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in short, the problems which surround the,paradox of "making 

a living" versus "making a.life". Those who aregorimarily 

economically oriented see life differently from those who are 

socially oriented. Those with a more balanced view are likely 

to be torn by conflicting beliefs. 

It is easy to overdraw a generalization, including the 

contrast between economic - and social  values.  But the fol-

lowing is a fairly adequate shorthand definition: 

Economic Man 

Production 

quantity 

Goods-and Services 

Money Values 

Work and Discipline 

Competition 

Laissez-faire 

Inflation 

Social Man  

Distribution 

quality 

People 

Human Values 

Self-Realization 

CoOperation 

InvolveMent 

UnemPloyment 

Source: David P. Eastburn, "Economid Man Vs. Social Man", 
Business Review, Federal Reserve Bank Of Philadelphia 
(October 1970), p. 4. C. 1970,  The New York Times 
Company. 

As can be seen, marketers and businessmen are often too 

deeply steeped in the values of economic man to appreciate 
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the values of social man as reflectéd in consumerism and the 

consumer movement. Economic man often is the mirrored reflection 

of the "establishment". His value System runs to production, 

mass marketing, the outpouring of goods, and the regulation , 

of industry by competition alone or laissez faire economic 

principles."
11 

It does not seem unreasonable to draw the 

conclusion that the reason the consumerism movement and the 

search for the consumer interest goes forward,  in  spite of 

predictions by Olson and Downs to the contrary, is that those 

who carry it forward do so with more than just economic interests 

as motivation.. While not provable in this literature review 

empirical observations by the authors of those active in the 

consumer movement support the hypothesis that economid benefit 

- is not the solè motivating force of the consumerism movement. 

Summary and Conclusions  

A review of the soCiology and political science literature 

has been fruitful in providing a theoretical background and 

modus operandi.of the consumerism movement. In addition it --- 

has provided some insight into the potential limits or bounds 

• of consumer interest. The lattèr may not be particularly 

helpful since it is not difficult to draw the conclusion that 

there is no bound if.  .onaagrees with the premise that it is 
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legitimate that the:consumer interest-inclUdes the generally 

accepted economic conCerns in the Market place as well as the 

"quality of life" and its consumption. : 

The consumer interest may be reflected in a lobby group 

whoàe interests need representation and fostering along with 

,other interest groups in society. . Tho explanation of why it ' 

is difficult to have consumer interests represented (they 

consume in many areas but produce in one and hence a large 

dilution of consumera'  potential economic benefit'from anY 

particular activity in improving consumption) is shown to', 

belie the facts that these interests are being forwarded'. 

-. We conclude that.while the irrationality of consuMérism 

on totally economic benefit grounds may be true that in fact 

it is only a constraint on - consumer interest representation 

eince'considerations of the "qualityof'life" and the "Social 

man" are additional motivating forces for advocates of consumer 

rights. 
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PART VIII 	TOWARDS A DEFINITION OF 
TRE CONSUMER INTEREST 

The review of the literature on consumer interests has 

ranged over the fields of economics, marketing, constimerism, 

law, and sociology. In each case the perspective  employed 

reflects a particular model of society and social behavior. - 

Each perspective, in its own way,- helps toclarify the issues 

and to define the meaning of the consumer  interest. Nowhere 

is the consumer interest given precise meaning. In part this 

is because the scope of the concerns that are seen as part of 

.the consumer interest is expanding. 	". 	• 

• 	Consumer interests apparently are no longer confined 

merely'to economic issues. Equal interestis being shown on 

the quality of life, pollution, and the .indescriminate  use 

of limited resources. Consumerism now reflects the concern 

of critics of a materialistic, hedonistic ,culture which equates 

quality of life with the possession of goods. 

This summary and conclusions chapter brings together eaCh 

of the areas covered in the literature review to provide a 

working definition of the consumer interest. It provides a 

focus for the evaluation of that - intereSt'and points  out  areas 

where ambiguities remain in the elusive concept of the consumer 

interest. 
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EConomics 

. 	The economist assumes that consUmers behaVe rationally 

..and make their .decisions in such a - way as to maximize their 

personal utility functions given the resources available to 

them. By the additional assumption of a perfectly competitive 

system, it can be shown that a Pareto optimal equilibrium can 

be achieved and maintained. 

However, subsumed by the general assumptions are two 

spècific sets of assumptions that should be'made 

because of their relevance to the Concept of "the 'Consumer. 

- .interest." 

1. The assumPtion of equal shares and equal Marginal 
utility. 

2. The initial distribution is in accordance with a 
generally accepted concept of equity, that is, with 
a social value system. 

The assessment of the consumer interest in economics is 

deduced from a purely theoretical system. If the initial 

postulates are granted it can be shown that no consumer can 

be made better off without reducing the welfare of another. 

The claims of consumers on the economic'system are therefore 

satisfied. 

The rational consumer of the economic model- does not exist. 

anymore than does the perfectly-competitive economic system.- 
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Having said this we may still consider whether the economic 

model provides criteria for a definition of the consumer 

interest. Certainly the demand curve which arises from the 

ùtility maximizing, decisions of consumers is a central deter- - 

minant of economic activity. 

Critics of the economic system woUld not accept the pro- - 

 position that the consumer interestis - protected by the forces 

of the market place. -There are too many imperfections in the , 

system. It is not at all clear that business decisions even 

approximate the predictions of the economic model. It is all 

very well to conceptualize the demand curve but nô onè has ever-

been able to deriVe - one empirically. Production functions often 

can be developed but in most markets the imperfections are.such 

that there is no assurance that economic decisions Will be soc- • 

Lally optimum. 

Furthermore there is a philosophical question which is 

seldom addressed in the-literature of welfare economics. The 

utility function of economic theory is narrowly constrained.. 

It .  is not at all Clear that it conforMS in a useful way to the 

developing concept of' the consumer interest  and  more broadly 

defined consumer rights. 	 • 

The_2.12; 	 . 

Although the marketing concept dwells on the sovereignty 
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of the consumer* in the marketplaCe it does not provide a definition 

of the consumer interest. It is not demonstrated that the con-

sumer is sovereign nor  • hat induatry responds in a direct and 	. 

predictable way tà consumer wants. It is net at all clear that 

.the consumer interest is a dominant force even where firms - 

operate according -to the marketing conceptwhich, briefly stated, 

says that all thé firms decisions should be made •with2 the finR1  

consumer in mind and in addition that the firm makes profits. 

in the long run. 

This  is not to say that business does not . respond to con- 	• 

sumer wants. Consumer research is à major.industry devoted to , 

discoVering understanding, and predicting consumer wants and 

buying behavior. It is used extensively by consumer goods 

manufacturers to plan their marketing campaigns, the objective  

which is thé profitable exploitation of the marketplane. 

, Applying the marketing concept, a firm will provide a 

service or a product that is  in the consumer interest if this - 

can bè done at a profit. However, it is not certain that . . 

services or preducts 12c:it in the Iongterminterest of consumers 	' 

will not produce - a  profit.  ,Wmris it-certain that firms will 

choose the marketing policy which will best serve the consumer 

• interest when a decision.must be made. Even if a product is 

good (from the point of view of the consumer  interest) it is 
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not certain that the methods of pricing,  promotion and  distri-

bution will be in the consumer interest. It would be naive 

to assume that actions which maximize profits also will - maxi- 

. mize consumer well-being. 

The marketing concept may be an appropriate basis - for . 

manufacturera of consumer products to maximize profits. It 

does not provide a useable definition of the consumer interest. 

Nor does it assure that the consumer  interest, whatever that is, 

necessarily will be served. And certainly, it does provide 

any assurance that the responsibility for protecting the con-

- sumers interest can safely be left in the hands of.busineas. 

- however' enliéhtened it may - be. 	. 

A definition of the consumer interest cannot be derived 

from the marketing concept. The concept assumes that what- -  , 

ever the interests of Consumers are theY are to be decided.'. 

by the consumer. It ià further assumed thatconsumers.will 

act rationally and make decisions in - their own best interests. 

Presumably both short-term and long-term donsiderations enter 

into the decisions Made 

Even if we were to accept  the  heroic assumptien that-

consumers can and will make the multitude of buying decisions 

that have to be made day after day aceording to rational ' 

decision rules that will maximize,their short-term and long- 
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term best interests there la no assurance that industry will 

respond as the marketing  concept supposes. There are two basiC 

fallacies that shoùld concern us. 

1. A Decieion Rule 

The marketing concept is a decision'rule for the profitable 

exploitation of consumer wants. It is  nota philosophy for.en-

suring that consumer wants,are satisfied. It certainly is not a 

philosophy for ensuring that consumer intereàts are protecteda 

Consumer rights and consumer interests are not part of the 	• 

philosophy. There is no assurance that  the consumer interest 

will be served if business plans its product and marketing 

strategies in terms . .of maximizing the profitable sales:response 

of consumers. 

Bennett_Bidwell, vice-president t  sales group, Ford Motor 

Co., is reported to have said "In the marketplace the ultimate 

wisdom belongs to the consumer. I stress the qualifying adjec-

tive 'ultimate' - not 'interim!. In the interim all kinds of 

aberrations are possible, indeed, are inevitable. Long term, 

the cOnsumer's wisdom will Prevail."
1 

A cynic might observe 

that the aberrations may be serious, indeed critical. Moreover, 

in a dynamic market the aberrations May change but they are 

the rule. By the time the consumer's wisdom hàà a Change to 

prevail changes in the marketplace lntroduce new aberrations.. 
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This  means that in aoomplex and dynamic industry the 'consumer's 

wisdom never will prevail. To some extent . the firms  in 'an  indus-

try are at the merey of aberrations or externalities that cause 

disturbances in thé marketplace. The skyrocketing demand  for 

 smallcars following. the OPEC oil embargo and oil.priceascala-

tion in November, 1973 is a dramatic illustration of this point. 

2. The Lowest Common Denominatnr? 

Industry must design products and marketing program.% to 

satisfy and influence as many of the apPropriate target markets 

'as possible. The objective ià to maximize the number.  ofrpoten-

tial buyers, not to Maximize ConsuMer satisfaction. It'is  com- 

parableto the dilemma of the idealistic politician who finds 

he must appeal to as many of the electorate as possible if he 

is to be elected. There is a real possibility that his idealism, 

of necessity, will degeneratato a lawest common denominator. 

Conàumerism 

Whereas economicsAraws its inferences 'from a deductive, 

theoretical model, consumerism draws its conclusions *inductively 

from empirical evidénde. The consumer Movement'is concerneCU 

with protecting the . rights of consumers. It is understood that 

consumers are not always rational. In any case, they seldom 

lave enough information to make - rational decisions even if 
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they have the desire and the ability te do so. .0f  course,  not 

even the most naiVe theoretical economisU -would claim that 

the "rational man" . assumption of the perfectly competitive 

model describes the behavior of the typical buyer. 

Because of the imperfections in the economic system, the 

economic model cannot be'relied upon to protect the consumer 

interest. The essential and fundamental problems are assumed 

away. Instead of showing hew to protect the consumer interest, 

the model postulates conditions, Unrelated to the real world, 

in which consumer protection is not necessary. 

The consumer movement _postulates a set of rights or funda 

mental values inherent in the role of-cenSumer. It is the' 

responsibility of soCiety to ensure that these rights are pro-

tected. It is assumed that, as a consequence, the economic, ' 

and  perhaps the social welfare of eVeryone will be maximized. 

Consumerism is a social movement not à theoretical con- . 

struct. It is empirical in its assessment of the economic 

system but idealistic in its social -objectives. The consumer 

is viewed as the object of exploitation. Although the con-

sumer has-rights as a member of society, these rights must be 

protected becauSe they are subject toHerosion. An important 

concern is that Other interests are represented throngh lobbying 

and other . formÉ of pOlitical pressure in the political and 
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• legislative system. The consumer interest lacks political 

_representation. Therefore, when there is a conflict of 

'interest it is the consumer interest that suffers. 

The empirical perspective of - the consumer movement 

basa number of consequences. 

1. . There.is a lack of .a conceptual definition of 

• • the consumer interest. 

2. The undefined scope has lead to an extension 

into.areas of social concern that are only indirectly 

relàted . to consumer interest. Examples of this broad- 

' • ening domain are pollution of the environment, waste of 

limited resources, the energy  criais, and violence on 

television. 

• 3.- The "solutione of the consumerboveMent tend to 

be in the form of a type of "erisis management". , Each - 

-,-perceived problem tends to-generate a recommendation for 

a corrective response. Moreover, the proposed actions tend' 

to focus on particular types of behavior of firms which'are 

-perceived to be socially undesirable.  Our  ad hoc, and in- ' --- 

effective, approach to the control.of the sale of alcoholi c. 

 beverages, misleading advertising, the distribution of por-

nography, or violence on television illustrate the difficulty. 

The consumer'interest in the consumerism• movement becomes 
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confused with'changing social values and issues of social morality 

(in particular, the perception of a degeneration of morality)-. The 

theme of fundamental, irrevocable  consumer  rights may provide a prac-

ticable basis for systematizing the concerns of the consumer movement. 

Only in law has the word "interest" been given definition. In the 

most general sense it means the "right to•have the advantage'accruing 

from anything." 2  It acquires more epecific meaning when it is apnlied 

- to property, insurance, contracts, bequests l 'etc. 

In the consumerism movement the consumer interest is a set of rights • 

inherent,in thé role of consumer. They'are not rights that-are acquired 

by centract, bestowed by government i  or -transferrable •to others. Like 

"humem rights" they are fundamental and irrevocable. • 

Much of the law affects, impinges upon, or attempts to protect the 

rights orinterests'of individuals A very-large body of law deals 

. with the rights of parties in contractual  arrangements of a variety of 

kinds. The substantial body of law of contract and agency in the com-

mon law and statutes such as sale of goods aCts operate in this area. 

Some of the more recent legislation which we would class as consumer 

law attempts to protect individuals from the enforcement of contracte 

which for some reason are deemed socially undesirable, even though the 

contracts may have been entered into voluntarily. Legislation af- 

fecting contracts signedin door-to-door selling is illustrative  of  
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•this  for of law. Another class of law, best illustrated by the 

Competition  Act and  legislation in the area of fraud, defines certain 

acts affecting Inver& as criminal acts. Finally there is increasing 

acceptance of the  need fôr legislation that outlaws certain kinds of b 

havior in the marketplace:which ip consideted socially nudesirable.:. 

Lawa regarding.misleading advertising - are•ekamplea of this area. The 

total range of legislation - which refers to activities in the market- - 

place and affects consumer rights is voluminous and far-reaching. 

Any aystematic examination of the consumer intereertwill . 

 require an extensive stueof existing legislation'and the deVelo 

ping philosophical posture of consumer protection in law. An in- 
. 
teresting approach to the definition of the consumer interest 

•would be to deduce from the usage in 'law what society haà deter- 	- 

mined  ta  be thé consumer interest. If law is a reflection of social 

values is this hot where society's views  on .the consumer interest 

will bé most clearly and realistically expressed? If this is net the 

case,:should we not compare the legal perceptions  of the  consumer 

interest with a more acceptable definition to find gaps'and dis- 	- 

• 
crepancies in the - law which purports to protect the censumers' 

interest? 

Social Approach 

• The use of the term . "interest!! in the sociological:liter-

ature is confusing. At times it appears to Mean a claim or 

inherent right. At other times it appears to be the basis 
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for group formation Or group solidarity. Groups are defined 

to  be clusters of. individUalsWith.a comm6n concerri or like• 

interests.. This meaning iS Sometimes extended to equate the 

word "interest" to widely shared values. It is not surprising 

that some sociologists avàid the term  in  favor of other Words 

Aehich have a more precise meaning and fewer disturbing  conno-

tations.  

The  social approach should be . able to make a significant 

.contribution to the investigation of the consumer interest.• 

How groups form and how group  action  evolves clearly is orcen7 

tral'concern. The 'factors influencing - the  formation. of  groups, 

the  determinants of group action t .and  the more  general problem . 

of Mechanisms  for  effective social choice are - not well under-• 

stood. One would expect a joining together of the empiricism .. 

of  the  consumer movement'and the thebretical'constructs of the 

- social sciences to provide  some  important insights. However, 

- the literature in this area does  not provide . a definition Of . 

the consumer  interest. 

Consumer  _Rts  and Consumer  Interest 

We have reached the point where no useful:definition  of  

the consumer interest has , beeri folind. However, there has been 

enoUgh.sparring  in the  area that a'definitien can . be made which 
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may satisfy most and will at least provide the basis for, future . 

discussion and refinement of the problem. 

The empiricist "consumer rights" statement helps clarify 

the definitional problem., 
. 	. 

• " %2_2:1EWLitttl 	. 

The economic model 'leaves it to  the consumer to•decide 

how much safety is worth_aà compared_to other benefits. If 

consumer's choose to buy fashionable - but unsafe products 

- that is their business,' The economic model assumes that rational 

consumers, with adequate performance data, Will, decide whether . 

a - safe or an unsafe product will be•purchased. The inability 

of Ford in the late sixties to attract automobile buyer's with 

an appeal to safety illustrates the dilemma., 

There ià  amoral  question whether thé state has the res-. 

ponsibility to protect individual •consumers_from their own , 

weaknesses, their emotional approach to buying.decisions t - their 

inability to judge what is in their,best.interest, or their in-

ability to understand the information available to them. .Our 

confused appreach to '.*iolenee,on 	pornography,and . 

 television for children is a result of. a conflict in values. 

• Even if the moral issue is ignored•theeconomic model is 

unsatisfactory. The model assumes that cbristimers are able to • 

make' rational decisiond. It is clear thatwe cannot acCept 
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that assumption. -There are too many products to choose from; 

information'is not readily available;. for many products con-

sumers do not have the technical knowledge to use the infor-

mation available;-perforMance characteristics often cannot 

be judged from a detailed examination Of the product or the . 

information' available. 	, 

. The consumerism model takes a very, straight forward, 

empirical approach. There are products on the market that 

are unsafe or dangerous. They should be banned. There should 

be legislation which will ensure that unsafe products.are kept 

off the market. 

The specification of the meaning of unsafe :  the way in _ 

which unsafe products are identified, the procedures for in-

spection and control, and  role of governMent and industry are 

all difficult questions. This, is obviously'a very complex 

legal question. It is also a complex problem of social choice 

and societal decision processes. 	, 

2. The right to be informed 

The'economist avoids the issue -  by assuming that information 

is available and ià used.. In fact i 'as the information.approach 

demonstrates very clearly,:this siMplistic assumption is totally 

unrealistic and, in . fact, dangerously misleading.' The effective 
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dissemination of meaningful information should promote con-

sumer welfare. The evidence suggests that the information 

that exists often is not uàeds Certainly•there is no -;asSurauce 

that there will be a balanced  and  factual presentation of infor- 

. mation to consumers. 	• 

3 . . ThLIMIL.t.11!.A22A2 

Fundamental to an open market systeM is the freedoM to 

- choose from a variety of goods and services.- The 'economist 

and the consumer adVocate would agree.  that- the consumer ahould 

have access to alternatives and to products that are acceptable 

substitutes. Much of the law in combines, competition, and 

trade practices attempts to ensure that there will be choice. 

The concept of competitive prices is imPortant beçause con- 	• 

sumers not only should be able to-choose but the choiceeshould 

• be available at the lowest possible prices. 

The  system breaks down if there are few ehoiceS, if there 

are barriers to the entry of firms that-wish to coMpete in an 

industry, or there are struetural inefficienceS that alloW prices 

to be higher than they ought to be 

.Where competition cannot be depended upon to Provide ade-

quate choice at low prices it is necessaryfor society to in-

trude. doveiu/ment is then expected'to monitor and control so 
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that consumers can be assured of satiSfactory quality, reason-

able choice, at "fairn , prices. The definition of a-nfair" 

prdce is, of course, as:difficult as a definition of the Con- 

' sumer interest. 

4. ne_Elee to be heard 
It is because the competitive system does not work as effece, 

tively nor  as  efficiently-as.the economic model predicts that 

there is a cry for consumer  representation in the formulation  - 

of. social policy. As has been pointed out several times in 

this report, individuals have many interets depending uppn 

their many roles. Often their intereets  as  consumers are less 
. 	- 

demanding than their specific and selfish interests as pro-

ducers, union members, etc .. The political processencourages 

political pressure and lobbying by special interest groups. 

The need for political représentation of the distinctive  pro- . 

 blems of the consumer  interest is a consequence of the Way in. 

which the political system works. 

The rights listed are not controversial. Few would argue 

against them in principle. On the other hand,  the proper  pro 

cesses for Protecting theee rights is a highly , controversiai 

and politically sensitive question. 	' 

. A perspective  of  consumer rights as a bais for examining 
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the consumer interest oan be very productive. Such an examinae 

tion will lead to an elaboration of the ,abeve rights and to 

an expansion of this list. 

The concept cfa consumer interest is being extended into 

a range of areaè of social concern. In the:process the meaning 

of the consUmer interest is becoming Confilsed. It is apparent 

that each perspective on the consumer intereàt contributes to 

an understanding of the issues but not te a definition. The 

most proMising perspective appears to be a concept of funda-

mental rights. The Statement by President Kennedy has been-

used to provide a foundation for developing aetheme of Con-

sumer rights. What is needed now is a clarification.an ex-

tension, and a develoPment in depth.of thia theme. It would 

appear:important to maintain a distinction between the con-

sumer interest and the public interest as well as à specifi-

cation of the effective  domain of the former.. The theoretical 

foundation  fora  'Conceptual development will be eclectic, 

drawing from economics, marketing, law, sociology, and - political 

- science, 	e 

One thing  i• 	Canadian consumers, like their 

counterparts elsewhere in the world, can agree a large percen-

tage of the time on when.their interests have and have net been 

protected, This report has gone a long way towards collecting 

and defining the dimensions of the consumer intereSte 
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